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FOREWORD

Dr. Joseph Stubbins, now Professor Emeritus of California State Uqivet-
-sky, spent a sabbatical in England (1979-1980) partially supported by a World
Rehabilitation Fund International achave of Experts Fleliowship. During
his_time therehe studied the way vocational rehabilitation services are de-
livered, including how the aisablement resettlement officer (DROMicu dons;
hove DROs are .trained, how the employment quota system works in the
United Kingdom, what policy questions are dealt with Or not dealt with and
how the "clinical attitude" or lack of it affects the delivery of rehabilitation
services and ultimately the suecessful.employmcnt of people with disabilities.

mDr. Stubbins then prepared a onogre for publication by WRF in
1982. In the monogaph version of a much longer manuscript, in additiOn to
discussing.the British system and comparingit to the U.S. system, He raises
some provocative considerations with tegardnIthe liinits of clinical methods
and offers some alternativeg. He pleads for rehabilitation experts to get in-
volved in the forums where policies are really decided, and outlines tome
policy iisas thatmight engage the combined attention of disabled persons,
the rehabilitation community and tpe community at large, viz: the organiza-
tion of rehabilitation services, income maintenance, program evaluatiOn and
delivery of services. -

Dr. Stubbins' monograph emphasizes the importance of cross-cultural
exchange of ideas in rehabilitation in order to improve on existing attitudes,
practices Sid policies. It. became the .16th entry in the International Ex-
change of Experts and Information in Rehabilitation monograph seriesspon-
sored by t e 'World Rehabilitation Fund under a grant from the National
Institute of Handicapped Research and was distributed in 1982.

The m nograph enjoyed both popularity and controversy, and it was de-
cided that WRF would.,artange for "utilization efforts", around the mono-
graph. Plans inade for several seminars to be held in March 1983 with
Joseph StUbbins as the key speaker and Pail' Comes, Senior Research F.ellow
with the University of Edinburgh arid* expert on rehabilitation policy in
the/U.K., as chief reactor, providing an international view. WRF gponsored

cCopies' visit to the U.S. and Stubbitts' visit to ft east Coast, and arranged
for meetings and participation at several sites, including:

Michigan State University
.

,New York University
Hofstra University

. ., .

Washington, DC (co-sponsored. with the National Council on Rehabili-
tation Education, prior to APGA conference).
Clark University . . :.

City University of New York-Graduate Center itt

In addition to Paul Cornea, other individuals rePresqntittg several disci-
plines in the U.S. (public and social policy, economics, historyrehabilitation,

. t
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adirdnistration, rehabilitation research) were asked to respond and react to
Stubbins' position paper, The Clinical Model iniRehabilitation and Alterna-
tizs, at several meetings.

This book is a compilation of Stubbins' , Comes' and some of the other re-
actors' presentations. The reader should be advised that' the papers were
written for oral. presentation (except for Martha Walker's) and it was decided

th-rewriteror-signiteantly-edit-any-ofthe-mT-he-editors_feetanthope_that-_
the content of the papers will provide a wide-ranging audience of rehabilita-
tion persOznel with a,broad spectrum of offerings of opinion§ for iheirconsid-
eratiOn, review:further discussion and possible action. We hopeithat the
inclusion of reactions from outside the rehpbilitation field per se will continue
a dialogue which is impoitant in considering issues which relate to the en-

. hancement and enrichment of.the lives pf people with disabilities. Although
the meetings held in March '83 reached audiences of about '850, it is hoped
that this monograph thrcrugh universities and agencies will reach thousands
of concerned professionals and consumers.

That the Journal.of Applied Rehabilitation Counseling and the Na-
tional Rehabilitation Counseling Association, a division of the National Reha-
bilitation Association, 4greed to co-publish this monograph with the World
Rehabilitation FUnd (International Exchang of Experts and Information in
flehabilitation) in order to make the material vailable to its readership is an
encouraging step forward, collaboration in re a ilitation,

A

6,.

Diane E. Woods
Project Director
International Exchange of Experts
and Information in Rehabilitation
World RehabilitatiohPFund, Inc.
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PREFACE

The main points which Stubbins'made to which the reactors responded
are summarized with.ten points; listed under the clinical model and ten points.
under the systems model:

Examples of The Clinical. Model

(1) Clinical methods are grounded on an encapsulated view of human
personality and accord too little attention to the permeable nature and proble-
matic character of that which separates within from without the individual.

. (2) Individual diagnosis and tre,atment are most beneficial to !hose per-
sons who already possess resources for adapting to disability' and leads to
those with least resources.

(3) Pragmatic and reSearch attention to individual 'psychological and vo-
cational aspects have een well funded while ecological approaches have

. been neglected. °

(4) Emphasis on clinical Methods and individual treatment have tended
toobscure the Common denominators in the lives of disabled citizens which
are amenable to redress at the social level.

(5) Thchniques of clinical methods should be supplemented by analyses
afforded by sociological, economic, political andarithropological ins,ghtg into
how clinical appraisal and treatment are influenced by professional-guild in-
terests of rehabilitation practitioners.

(6) Clinicians haVe ignored the contradiction inherent in: (a) rehabilita-
tionoungeling can return almost all disabled persoris including the severely
impaired to employinent provided sufficient resources are committed;-(b)
some clients are untreatable because of circumstances beyond the clinician's
control, e.g., disincentives of entitlement programs.

1.
(7) Clinicians tendto gravitate towardlhose with the best prognosis--

which is built into the accountability system of the state-federal progiams.
For the same reason, they have least interest in the o5ngenitallY disabled,
older and long-term uneinnl -d and those with behavioral problems.

(8) " mainstream of vocational rehabilitation has not challenged the
rationale that services are justified by the number of clients tranpformed
from unemployed status to gainfully employed, This rationale has nurtured
abuses and part*larly .untenable in periods of high unemployment.

(9) The trend..toward'specialization of those professionally closest to the
disabled has left policy isairs in limbo or to the vagaries of political scrambling.

(10) The professional roles of senior rehabilite,ation personnel (adminis-
trative and academic) should be enlarged to include policy studies.

Examples of A Systems Model

(11) Rehabilitation literature lacks an integrated view of disabilityprob- ,

lems since each of the social science disciplines tends to disregard the per-
.
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spectiv6s of the others. -
(12) A system is a cluster of variables assumed to be related to disability

and rehabilitation. , .

(13) The success of mental retardation programs is an example of sys-
tems-methods-in-practice. Psychological approaches have played a minor
part in this success compared to state and federal legislation, use of theptiblic

'media, community education, advocacy with employers and strategic uge of
political influence.

(14) The identification of systems' factors that affect the careers of dis-
-

abled personS would enhance the efficacy of clinical methods.
(15) Systems approaches would juxtapose individual methods of voca-

tional rehabilitation with group and social ors (quota system, tax insaltives
to employers), compare their cost effectiveness and lead to.rncre rational re-
habilitation policies.

(16) A social systems approach would attempt to explore successful in-
terependence betweeh disabled and non-disabled persons andNhe factors
tilt tend to create social distance between them. Iseik

(17) A system ofdisability-variables would assumeinteracting effects
among societal forces that coridition the exchange of goods and services, hOw
t.hse are allocated by authoritative figures and lawsor, more broadly, how
cultural factors interact to produce the social and economic disadvantages
under which most disabled persons live.

(18) Rehabilitation practices are a conflation of science (measurement of
individual diffeienes, behaviorisfn) and ideology (row' 1r ism).
Since systems approaches can be interrdisciplinary and -,Tonal', they
may help to separate ideoldgical components from scierui, nes.

(19) The atural world,does not readily .give,up its secre _s,put it usually
does not misleads The social world or social syst .n, however, is guarded by

, an elite and their allies (e.g. the.professions) wno ensure that it is perceived-
and understOod.in particular ways. Tax supported rehabilitation institutions.
are the ciilture-carriers of the prevailing definition of disIbility (personal def-
icits) and remediations (Counseling).

(20) Public acceptance of systems approaches can be advanced by anal-
ogles to business systems, emphasizing their traditional character and the
choice of language frcte of political extremism.

, .



THE CLINICAL MODEL IN VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION, y .

By Joseph Stubbins

Vocational rehabilitation is now in a crisis becauge'it cannot make good
on its promises, After decadei of genermis funding for pr bfessioial t
research and development and the state-federal programs, the level f un-
employment among the disabled remains at an ifmacceptably high 1 vel
about five times that of the general population. The crisiss not prima ue
to supply -side econoritiQs and the Reagan Administration's efforts to contain
inflation., The fault lies es entially with the clinical model ache means of as-
sisting impaired perso gain access to the economy. The clinical model.
has been a deCoy tha prevented both professionaa and disabledpersons
from understanding the ecological aspects of disability (StablpinS, 1.982 a).
This paper will develop how the linical model evolied in this directlon and
the need to return fo the dralling board for more effective ways of under-
standing the problerna of disability.

t
The. Batting Average of Vocational Rehabilitation

From 1920 to the present, therationale for vocational rehabilitation was
that it was an investment that returned disabled persons te the labor market
and resulted in swings to taxteyers9No-doubt,.most professionals in our
field recognized this rationale was a strategy to separate vocational rehabili-
tatfon troth other welfare programs OP-POsect by conservative elementsin the



Congress (Berkowitz). If vocational rehabilitation remained a sacred Twain-
til recent years, it was due primarily to the general consensus that this was
not a give-away program but an investment in fnaking disabled programs
self-supporting. However, practitioners could not ake good on this claim
`except, so to speak, by rigging the game; it was atterof political realities.,

'lb make good on the claim that vo @nal rehabilitation was cheap,
"creaming' became inevitabl- ington wanted statistics. o Support the
efficacy of vocational rehabilitation and triggered a message down the hierar-
chy. The line counselor could not pass the buck and some how they Managed
to came up with the data that was x.pected of them. It may be inexpensive to
train a person needing a set of denttfres and put him in the job, but the kinds
of persons who were increasingly presenting themselves had mulch more se-
vere problems. Continued advances in medicine increased the backlog of
persons surviving illness and injury. Raising the level of financial support
hardly made a dint in this group. The sheer number of severely disabled ulti-
mately led to the question of who was entitled to priority in service. It was
easy to exclude arty severely disabled person On feasibility g ounds, that is,
that the provision of services would-not likely result in his r her employ-

'. ,ment. The feasibility aiterion, however, did not exclude the politically so-
phisticated who know how to bring pressure to bear to obtain what they
wanted from the program. But these were a minority among the disabled.
The 1973 Amendments tiithe Vocational Rehabilitation Act opened up \top.-
tio'nal rehabilitation services to the severely disabled as a matter of right.
This mandate turned out to 13e a severe test of the clinical model since these ,

- were people Who would otherwise not succeed in getting jobs. ach of you
can decide whether vocational rehabilitation passed thattest. I do believe,
however, that increasing politicarclout olthose formerly excludedifrom serv-
ices'in combination with.Dther events, has dealt,a'stunning blow 6 the ph1.5-_-
lies image of rehabilitation.

Even when significantly handicapped clients were given a wide range of
services during periods of high employment, only about 13 of them were
placed in jobs. The batting average with clients referred SSDI and,SSI was
much worse and hardly worth the money, spent on these programsthis de-
spite the fact thatlhose referred were presumably among the top three per-
cent with regard to rehabilitation promise.

Changes Affecting VocationalRehabilitation

The rise ofgOnsurnerism and activism among disabled citizens gene.r\ated
distrust ofivocational rehabilitation (DeJong, 1979), Disabled persons .Ilit d
priorities iiifferent from those of profeSsionals and more counseling services
were low on their list. Thy were concerned abOut gaps in existing serfices
such as transportation; architectual barriers, and housing. They began to
resent ttie assumption that the disabled had deficits that neededto be treated.
by professionals.. 'lb them, vocational rehabilitation services were distrac-

10 1



tons from the basic problems faced by disabled persons.
t

The simplicity of the Orig., al idea that the disabled person would be
quickly trained fora blue-collar vocation applied to a declining percentage of
the existing pool of potential clients. The mix of this pool had changed greatly
over the past 40iyears. Most of the present clientswere earlier thought to be
non-feasible, viz., persgns with severe physical disabilities, recovered psy,-
chiatric patients, mentally retarded ;hard-core unemployedyouth who qual-, .
ified on some technicality, young adults without any Work experience and so
on. In relation to their overarching problems., the usual processes of voca-
tional assessment tended to be irrelevant. They required some developmen-
tal experiences in pre vocational programs, workshops- and in special. .

projects with industry before they Could be considered for the open labor
market. Rehabilitation counselors tended to show little interest in this group
and facilities for them were poorly staffed.

.

The traditional rationales for iOcational rehabilitation were collaps,ing !

because of technical successes,ihat enabled the physically handicapped to:
move freely in the community as<well as advances in vocational rehabilita-
tion itself. As to the latter, we have the dramatic example of hospitalized re-
tarded persons being trained to live in the community about half of whOm .
actually earned their own living. Behavioral counseling greatly expanded -.

the scope of those who could be trained for vocationally-usefulwork. 'Many Of
you will thillk of other develop:dents that eroded the logic by Which Mary
Switzer sold vocational rehabilitation to the Congress (Berkowitz,). Ironical:
ly, vocational rehabilitationxastundermined by its success:By.that, I mean
that the capacity of the economy to absorb workers could not keep up with
the additional ones seeking to enter the labor force. What was most detri-
mental to the idea of vocational rehabilitation as an investment improducing
qualified workers was one emergence ofchronically high levels of uneMploy-,
ment and a growing consensus that technological change and free trade .
would keep unemplOyment at a: high 1 trel indefinitely. From a purely eco-
nomic viewpoint, it made no sense,t6InVest in vocational rehabilitation.

Rehabilitation specialists ought to confront the fact that individual voca-
tional services can no longer be rationalized by the needs of the labor market.
Can we find other compelling reasons to justify die esevocational develop-
fnent of those who are kept out of remunerative e plc:yr:lent? I think we can.

O. . .
.

I I

The Future of Clinical Services.

With an increa:singly,aging population, it is safe to assume that at least 50
percent of the disabled will remain outside the economy for the indefinite fu-
ture. This suggests that vocational rehabilitatiOn should no longer hitch its ,\__'

the to how we 1 it does in job placement and gamble on other justificIrtions.
;14m suggest' that vie go back to the drawing board to redesign what We can'
do to improve the lives of disal d persons in our roles as social scientists and

1
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psychologists. The, alternative is to fade a gradual obsoles/cence of vocational'
rehabilitation. .

, .

Mary Croxen (1982) in herleport concerning the social integratOn of dis-
abled people, to the Commission of the European Communities suggested
that the word "employment" be exte ded to include any socially. UsefUl /
Work even when not remunerat . er suggestion is:tjuite attractive. It :r
would in time do away with theili ious distinction between Paid and un-.
paid work anal reduce the guilt associated with leisnre activities- lessen the
stigma of unemployment, and provide alothdatiori ofor putrliclyisupported
services aimed at teaching digadVantaged persons hyw to be "employed"
when there is no need for, them in theioonomy. There is no need to stress the
-physicarandpsyGhologic41 impact of long-term unemployment even when.
there are alternative sources of inCome.. .

If all perSons in the welfare occupations consistently used the-wor'd 'em-
ployment" in themann4. suggested, !.t would force otherS to adopt terms
"uch as paid ernployMent whentitey wish to make the distinction, One can
overemplu*e the imprtance of this semantic device; on the other hand,
The 4rategic uses of language are important aids to social objectives. Thus,
adv6 t',.:.tes have insisted on sPeaking of retarded citizens; persons, peOple,or
yoUth rather than "the retarded." Negroes and colored are now blacks. Most
professional journals have policies agaViSt sexist language.

7 , At any rate, I visualie programs aimed at full "employinent" for handi-
capped persOns as giving clinical approachei anew lease on life.

Social Psychology and Social Darwinism

It might be useful to ask: How did vocational rehabilitatibn get into its
present dilemma? One approach to exploring rehabilitation's loss of support
is toexamine the basic influences to which rehabilitation couriseldrs are Sit-

.

-jecW,d'in the course of their training. Counselors are trained b kat and
Counseling psyChologistS, and the eVoliition of these branches o pSychology

eld.has had agr,eat influence on our
The Thunders of the National

.ity (which later became the Div
American Psychological Associa
thernyiere influenced by Kurt.l.fewin and were politicized, by
the Great DePreision of the 1930s. They viewed disabled perso
Of social'injusitice and were interested in uncovering the social
which a persOn may be sought after and respeCted at onetime an
quiring a disability loses friends and his means of earning alivelihobd:

That early, commitment to exploring the social dynamics of diSability
(which today we might call a systems approach) was lost as more and more
Counselor educators became primarily clinicians. 'Ibhe,extent that this hap-,
pened, there'is little that is distinctive in rehabilitation\psythology; OneindF

until on Psychological Aspects of DiSabil-
sion of Rehabilitation' Psychology of the
ion) were social psychologists.. Many of

e,trauma Of
s as victims
ocesses by

after ac-
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cation of this 'is that clinical and counseling psychologists move into
rehabilitation settings without diffiCulty and work alongside_rehabilitation
counselors and frequently supervise them. Essentiallywe who train rehabili-
tation counselbrs dO so by virtue of experience rather than as functions of dis-
tinctive training and orientation. Certainly, our approach is not primarily
socjp.l. psychological or sociological. Rehabilitation psyChologists are occu-
pied with narrow gauge pragmatic issues usuallyttlatiye to a single disability.
Very few are committed to exploring the problematicSof why and how dis=.
ability devalnes the person and the-possible connectiOns between status/lOss
and features of the socioeconomic system: /

Rehabilitation psychologists are among the severest Critics of-the medi-
cal model. Yet in following the clinical model, we ate closer to that/paradigm
than we realize.

Our concentration onindividualdgferences gets its insiiration from the
popular credo of romantic,individualism 1954Tfte zenith of the vo-
cationally successful handiCapped person is perhaps a lawyer in, private
practice who charges his clients $125.00 per ho ,! Though this lawyer may
not enjoy the same social status as others of income, he is tolerably happy
with friends of sorter iat lower status. He '6 an example of how being visibly
impaired is not necessarily an obstacle vocational success and happiness.
As to ,others with similar impairmen , they sin.ply.differ from him in their
individual traitspcissibly less irate ent, less determined and less socially

driking can serve .e function of protecting the practicing
counselor from believing he has tailed his clients. On-the other, hand, this
same counselor looking in the mirror. is reminded of how close he is to the
precipice that leads to the untouchables. How often does he re-assure his cli-
ents thatif he has not been helpful, it is because counseling is not the answer,
to tneir problems? (

Psychological components in vocational rehabilitation.such as human
ism, empathy and similar imluences of psychotherapy obfuscOeour kinship
to social Darwinism (Hofstadter, 1955). We believe that disabled people are
arranged prdtty closely to where they aeserve to be, especially after receiv;
irig the benefits of rehabilitation Counseling. Our benign intentions for our
clients tend,to remain insulated from what actually happens to therri. 47'

(-
The Sociology of Rehabilitation Practice

A profession should constantly monitor how its economic and,guild in-
terests (Larson, 1977) subtly influence the consciousness of clients and prac-
titioners (Sampson, 1977)..How well have we met this responsibility? This
question is.particularly addressed to those in the-universities who enjoy the
semi-protection of the acatlemic tradition of freedom from political pres-
sures. Have those of uain the universities used this freedom to point out the
lirnitationS of clinical methods to colleagneS in rehabilitation institutions?

40



- - 1 / Individual treatment has pfetty ,,vell-absorbed our-resources for:under-
standing disability problems and there was little left for explaining why a ma-
jority remained unemployed. We and the counselors we train have dangled
.before prospective clients the lure that vocational diagnosis might uncover
some hidden talents and have been lessthan forthcoming about the adminis-
trativepressures to distribute clients among the currently available job open-
.ings, many of which go begging'even in good times. Counselor educators
have invested trait 1,),Fychology and- Vb4tional counseling with great power
to transform the of disabled pejsons. Perhapi, it is time to take a fresh
lobk at how the strain toward professionalism has affected our ways of ana-
lyzing disability pyoblems. -

_Thirty years ago, psychologists were more apt to be broadly educated in
several of the social sciences and in the philosophy of science. The knowl-
edge wsplosion in psychology has tended to restrict this breadth in favor of
technical expertise applicable to a narrow range of practice. Rehabilitation
psychologists are more concerned with being in touch with the latest devel:.
opments relevant to limited technical issues than with the broader issues
which is the subject of this paper. Not many of us stop to wonder how a sociol-
ogist, political scientist, economist or anthropologist might view the prob-
lerns with which we are daily engaged.

This trend toward reducing disability problems to technical issues has
resulted in freezin? rehabilitation psychology into a narrcwir. 'positivist II

groove:For example, rehabilitation journals hive a marked, preference for
data-based papers even when they deal with insignificant matters, Such pa-
pe.rs often suffer from the triviality resulting from accessible data seeking a
respectable, methodology. Issues such as the very high level of unemploy-
'merit among the disabled presumably do.not excite many rehabilitation;psy-
chologists. Nor are many psychologist interested in the numerous
disincentive's to regular employment built into the means tests for medical..-
.care and money transfers for the severely disabled.

In adapting to the economic benefits of professionai psychology, we have
*wed fiirther and further away from the origins of rehabilitation psychol-
ogy as a broad based effort to understand disability regardless of where .the

'issues led. Simultaneously, the basic interests of disabled persons and our
own have diverged.

4

Rehabilitation psychologists are well within the mainstream of profes-
t signal clinical psychology in viewing the disabled person as an object for din-
ical practice and research. In this perspective there is little: room for
considering the lived life of the disabled as a form of social pathology and for
coping with the moral issues posed by the disadvantages which they suffer. A
younger generation of rehabilitation psychologists have tended to detach
themselves from such Consideration's with the purpose of becoming purer
scientists. This development has widened, the existential gap between prac-
titioner and patient. Many handicapped persons view professionals in reha-

/
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bilitation as feeding off public funds which could be better:used to support
--theindep.erident living_ movement, advocacy for educational and employ-

ment opportunities, self-help ventures and-rieedellegigative-measures:----
Counselor educators have ignored'the fact that wherever the disabled

have succeeded in orgaiVzing themselves independently of professional,
they have placed clinical services at a loiv priority. This suggests a meagre
overlap between their interests and those of rehabilitation personnel: The
differing perspectives Of client and practitioner might be posed as an anthro-
pological problem. There can be no clinical attitude 1.4ithont persons who .

treat disabled people. The clinician is not only a man or woman with lo-iow.;-
.edge arid skill. He or she does this work to earn a living and to achieve status,..
experiences variable needs for security, autonomy,appreciation for compe-
tence and involvement, etc. In the life-world (as contrasted with learned
monographs), clinical methods are enmeshed with the pursuit of personal
needs and organizational pressureS.. ,

Professionals engage in certain activities that bear no relation to the
prpbleins their clients share. A major interest of professionals is to create and
maintain A monopoly of expertise to whiCh there would be limited access.
For example; rehabilitation counselors are striving for licensing. But I am not
aware tjtat disabled persons consider thiS necessary.

'The foregoing Is another way of stating that individual services is a small
segment-of the totality of disability and currently not the most pressing one.

A Symms Approach

Social criticism is sometimes brushed aside when not accompanied by al-
Thrnativets. However, if it can be demonstrated that clinical methods are less
cost effective than claimed, that they, place handicapped persons in a de-
pendendY relationship with experts and that they consume resources that
could be more profitably- used in other solutions, then the criticism should
not be dismissed. Most of you have ongoing responsibilities for the training of
psycho-social professionals and would need to effect a transition to other
models of rehabilitation. You might, therefore, expect me to suggest alterna-
tives. But khave no agenda for such a transition.. We can struggle to adapt the
philosophy and Methods of systems which have evolved elsewhere. It is well

t to recall that rehabilitation counseling itself developed out of the amalgarii of
applied psychology, Social work and medicine.

Clinicians in vocational rehabilitation were able to exploit developments .

in applied psychology which have emerged over the past 60 years. In spite of
substantial funding for research and development in vocational rehabilita-
tion since 1955, most of what we do as rehabilitation clinicians are adapta-
tions from the fields of.deveiopmental clinical and counseling psychology.
Fresh new ideas do not appear very ofth as those of you who have been in
the field for 20 or 30 years. realize. '

In systems approaches, we will have to exploit the social sciencesof eco-
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. ,no ics; sociology, anthropology, political sciencecandwpsychology for the
\ br ad& understanding of disability. A productive model of vocati al reha- .

bination must recognize that remedial measures wouldlake into ar unt the
'insights concerning the dilfibution of valued goiOdis.and services, the struc-
tue and dyniimics of society, how other societies deal with diSability prob-
14ns, issues o; social aiTt.i political power and; of course, individual ..

:differences arndng disabled people. What is common to most of these disci-
Iines and largely absent fromAnierican psychology is tha e problems of
dal5ility'are generated by societal structures'and therefore'So utions are to
be sought at the social level. By contrast, the hegemony of trait sychology'
has supported thee prevailing ideology that almost everyone is where he or
she deserves to be in the socio-economic hierarchy

Ina Systems paradigm, we would'have to abandoin the notion of linear
relations that presumably explain successful vocational rehabilitation. In its
Mead would'be the concept of a system. A system is any set of "interesting' /,

-Variables that are presumed to influence each other and to be relevant to cer /
taro conceit-is (fasten, 1979). This'defInitian differs from mechanical and'or-7
ganism'..c systems with boundaries that distinguish`lhent from the '
environment. The bouridaiies of our notion of systen1 are set by what is likel
Ito influence our practi Interest &getting clients backinto the economy
obviously a more ilexl Construct than those systems with physical bo rid-
aries: CBS' contrast, counselors' ss4clusive tention to individual Filler) and.
treatment designed to shape them iiii eing -more employable give us a
blinkered view of the reality of disabil . .

In the, short run, clinical. metho s are more attractive than, ya ms /
methods. Rehabilitation counselors ar already trained clinicians. They ave
a recognized repertoire of techniques d more or less of a professional,iden-

1 tity that is valuithamong welfare Pnties. Organizations xRect their
i'sycho workers tO work with Ali is individually in certaimprescribed )

wayi:On the other -hand, systems approaches to rehabilttation are at, an '
early phase`olderelopment. For the preskt, theyare iargel a point of view
and a philosophy Of social science that point in certain directions and have
yet toevelep an agenda for research and practical applications (Sutherland,
1973). But it has already had some successes. The phenomenal iinprove-
mend in the social and employment status of mentally retarded citizens re-
sultea from systems changes. The retarded stilltave profound intellectual

.limitations. However, through the removal o irrelevant literacy tests, influ-
encing hiring practices and substantial changes in how the public views re-
tarded persons, their social and economic climate has greatly improved.

:3

Rehabilitation Programs Abroad,
/,

Another vantage point from which to vied/ systems approaches is to ex-
amine rehabilitation Programs in other Western industrialized countries. In
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(i file United Kingdom and West European Oountries, proportionately far
less is spent on individual apprOaches in facilitating entry or re-entry of dis-
abled persons into the .labor market. Other countries have largdlY relied on
qUotas for the emplOyment of the disabled JevieS againit non-complyingem-
ployers,fitraricial incentives to- cover the-greater cost \ of -indUcting-handi-
capPed workers, and government sporisaed sheiteEed workshops where
workers are'paid the prevailing minimum wages (Stubbiris, 1982 b). Presutn-
ably national and ethnic frontiers shoidd 'not interfere.with the flow of scien-
title information. UnfortynatelY, the systems methods ernployed by the West

uropean 'countries wheri,broached here are usually cavalierly dismissed
with; "It wouldn't work in the United States."

The difference between Aineriean,and European approaches is a matter
of emphasis and the allocation of resources:. Because programs abroad lack
certain positive features,foUnd in the Qnited States need not rule'out.adapt
ing the best of theindevices. In the Unitedikingdom, West Germany and Ja-
pan various functionaries do individual counseling (Manpower SerVices
Commission, c:1979) (thoughidoes not carry this label) just as'in the USA

Targetedhave rgeted Jobs Tix Qre 'ts, affirmative action proVisions of the 1973
,Amendments to the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and Some other schemes
based on the assumption that, at least in part the problem of work for the dis-
abled lifa b. with employerS.

AmeriCan technological s4eriority, in certain areas perhaps obscures

d repaid medical care; rather late
the fact,that most of oursocial v% Iareprogramse.g. workers' compensa-
tion, Social Security programs an 7
'In the USA and were often modelled tifter European programs. Even when
certAforeign rehabilitafjon prograMS are quite. unacceptable here, the ex-
ploration of this rejection and the atterna to view it in an anthropological
context (Adfer, 1982) could have practical implications for the research and
development of rehabilitation policies. The study of programs of vocational
rehabilitation abroad should not be regarded as a hobby for retired professors
and those on sabbatical alone! The effort: to make sense of foreign rehabilita-
tion policies is a good introduction to a systems perspective. .

Some Issues for Systems Study:

Once committed to a systems perspective, typical clinical issuesare seen-r'
in a differenlight. The clinical model is fundamentally a closed system
,bounded by tie intrapsychic tendencies of the client on the one hand and by
the repertoire of diagnostic and intervention techniques of the counselor on
the other. We know, for instance, that low risk clients for rehabilitation serv-
ices tend to be younger, less severely disabled, have more formal education,
are married and have a continuos work history compared to high risk cli-
ents. One implication of such findings is to give the low risk clients priority in
order to shOw results for the money being spent. However, in a systems per-
spective, this kind of information is only the first step of an inquiry. Since the
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low and high risk clients seem to differ with respect to access to the oppOrtu-
:, nity structure and' to psychological and social, support, the next problern
might be how to tranSform the high risk clients into better prospects for em-
ployment. The vocational rehabilitation clinician usually views hiKchances
of achieving closures (status 28) in terms of the psychological quanta inside
the client. For exampl is the client motivated or-not?

The client mayridt be motivated for any number of reasons:One reason
might be that he or she is already receiving entitlement benefits, at or above
the level of his customary Wage. Another reason miglaehis belief that any
kind of work would'a,gdravate his disability. In both instances, we need no
assume:ttiat theoyibility of understanding andinotivating the clier ex-
hausted by the vocational and psychological di osii. Other possiMities
outside the purview of the clinical model exist. I a juxtaposing the clinical
and systems approaches to illustrate this_

(1) Clinical paradigm:, Most disabled persons can be counseled to improve
their competitive prospects for finding ajob. The otiers are less motivated or
less able.

Systems paraiypn: Most persons respond to rewards and punishnients
currently in effectin the'socioeconomic system. Motivation is largely a func-
tion of the individUal's perception of the systep and how it 8bjectivei'y affects
that person.

/(2) Clinical research: Identifying and measuring the personal skills which
are currently in demand in the labor market and counseling people ,to be

-realistic.

Systems research: Identifying the situational *tors of those who re-
main cut off from social and economic rewards and devising programs for
their induction into the work force.
(3) Clinical policy: How to gain the support of national and state govern-
ments to support the delivery of vocational rehabili

national
services by profes-

sionally trained andlicensed personnel.
Systems poliCy: How to develop a coterie of yocational rehabilitation

personnel responsiye to the changing economic, Ocial and political trends
that influence the welfare of disabled citizens. I.,

(4) Clinical self-image: Vocational rehabilitatio# involves a complex set of
skills possessed only by experts explicitly trainedifNhese,services. Progress
in vocational rehabilitation depends largely On defining the scope of this ex-
pertise and restricting its practice.

Systems self image: Solutions to disability problems require the co-opera-
tion of a wide range of experts and scientific disciplines.' The co-operation:of
lay leaders should, be sought in convincing governments to. support reputable
scholars from various disciplines in developing programs of various policies,
practices and research. -

No matter what we conclude the vast majority of counselors, counselor.
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eddators and 4dmin. trators will continue to adjure disabled persons to?._
learn more about the Selves; to become more saleable in the current latror ..

Market; to he more as ertive, and to gain the jobs which somehow,have es-
caped some ten million Americans. A '.! '.;;is is stubbornly ideological, built in-
to our institutions and so illusory:. ( of our major responsibilities as
advocates.is..to:help.handiftpPedePeoplY.plore how,closely their OWnexp& _
rienek. m education and work marches that conveyed by professional help-0._
ers...This might open the road to a more authentic identiiy, for disabled
persons. Perhaps this is already happening as more and-more of them have
decided that diSability is not simply impairment, lcias of function and failure
to exploit one's personal resourceg. Their physical, social and economic envi-
tonment disabled them (Bowe, 1978; I.980). Disability is the loss of erstwhile
friends in pursuit of upward mobility, the places that cannot be entered, the
jobs for Which.disabled applicants are not even considered, employers' atti-
tides and economic interests, a patchwork quilt of legislation, and the dou-
b eindignity of being victimized and patronized: In relation to this domain of
variables, a disal?led person's competencies, traits, and liabilities\ may very--,.
well add up to little in the search for work.

, Let us try to unravel the 'processes by which most of the Physically, differ-
ent and Psychologically deviant are into second-class citizens.
Let us work on the assumption that the illusive answer to the status loss suf- \
fered by oiii clients lies deep within the structure of society and that their cur-
rent behavior and consciousness are clues to the nature of their social reality. . .
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. SOME ISSUES /QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION RAISE:013Y COLLOQUIUM
REGISTRANTS

1) lb whatsextent would the elimination or serious .curtailment of those
services subsumed under/the "clinical attitude" lead to leis effective
rehabilitation.for either vocational or independent living goals?

2) rib what extent is the masters' degree standard for rehabilitation lcouit-
/.

selors, a realistic response to the performance requirements of RCs as:.:
opposed to self interest on the part of Courtselori, educators, andthe
serving, agencies? .

) Is there really any reason why the social, economic; and political factors
which contribute to the plight of the disabled 'cannot be altered, while
appropriate applicatioNf all types of counseling, including therapeu-\

ic; is used when needed? -

4) at would a airriculuin based"on the systems approathook like?
5) How can we (should we?) escape the placement criterion for measuring

successin rehabilitation?
6) Please clarify the "systems apprbach" in terms of what already exists

in. this country and ihthe U.K. Is the U.K. set-up being suggested as .a
more appropriate model?' .

7) Need to discuss "disabled" jobs ys'. emphasis on any job.
8) flow does the attention to social/econ'ornic and political contexts differ

from the "community organization" approach of early social work'
9). What are the background i.ea.Sons (social science) for the differences,

betWeen the U.S. 'development, of the "rehabilitation counselor" and
the U.K.'s development of the "disablement resettlement officers?"

10) How do "we" present the "systems approach" to funding sources?
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Professor.Stubbins has delivered a challenging critique of our longStand-
: ing dependence on a clinical model for policy and practice. in vocational reha-
bilitation. It begins with a reminder of what is already known about the
limited effectiveness of policies based on this model and the disappointingly
low dividends from a substantial investmentover the years in the refinement
of clinical practice and the development ofnew rehab' tion techniques. It
concludes on a ivholly, donstructive 4practical n e by adyocating that
achievement of the generally accept obj ocational rehabilitation
in a changing world may require additional measures. T-hese.should aim to
ensure not only that clinical methods are applied Where they will be most ef-
fective but also that alternative approaches or systems are developed to cope
with other contingencies.

We are invited to consider these arguments in an evolutionary context.
lb make contemporary practice more effective .and more relevant to chang-
ing needs, and to plan for the future; it is essential both to look back and to
look ahead. Looking back helps to identify where poliaiesror services have
succeeded,Avhere they have failed or where developments have not kept
pace with changing circumstancesLooking ahead underlines the impor-
tance of policies and practices which are both adaptable and receptive to new
demands. It is against this general background ofsocial change and techno-
logical rogress that Stubbins is suggesting that administrators, educators
an ractitioner§ should accord a more central role in their thinking about
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the organization, operation and further developnient of serv-
ices to several issues which previously may have been regarded as being of
more peripheral concern.

As other commentators are far better qualified to assess Stubbins' evalu-
ation of the clinical model as a basis for rehabilitation practiCe, I will not ad-
dress that aspect of his monograph. My observations will concentrate on his
advocacy of a systeins approach to meet, at least in part, .disabled people's
present arid futtire needs for specialised assistancein the labourInarket. In
making tlese observations, I am mindful that social anthropologY has taught
us just hqw difficult it is to generalise from one socio-cultural setting to, an-
otherand there are many differences between Western European societies
and the United States. Hovvever, cross-cultural comparisions sometimes
shed new light on how our own spciety works. Hopefully!therefore, some
analysis of British policy and services for the employment of disabled people
may be of help to vocationabrehabilitation personnel in the United States in
reaching a decision about the part which such an approach might plaY in
their own work.

The Clinical Attitude in Rehabilitation outlines the main aspects of the
British vocational rehabilitation system. Stubbins has commended some as-
pects of such a systems approach for further consideration. I share his judge-
ment that a systems approach, has an important contribution to make in
achieVing the goals of rehabilitation. However, I believe that evaluation of its
suitability for adoption in a different socio-culturp setting should be based on
an appreciation of not only its potential but also its limitations. One way of
doing this is to draw attention to.the conclusions reached by recent research,
and official reviews of the vocational rehabilitation services in Great Britain.

The blueprint for these services was prepared by an inter-departmental
t committee during the Second World 's,Var ('lbmlinson committee, 1943). That

committee's analysis and prescriptions have shaped almost all subseqbent
developments: forty years on, there are few aspects of policy or provision
which do not comply with the spirit, if not the letter of its guidelines.

rIbinlinson recognised that most people who ekperience ill health or in-
jury are, on redover3);, able either to resume their former occupation or to take
up some other satisfatory form of employment. It was ago recognised that,
where necessary, employers might help thiS process by assignment to lighter
duties or by re-allocation to different jobs that were suited to residual skills or
abilities: Stich assistance has, of course, remained a feature of pro ressive
personnel management and occupational health policies.

bmlinson also identified a substantial number of people requ i addi-
' tipitalsistance to help them bridge the gap between medicaltrea nt and

_ _thepoint at which theytcould be regarded as fit for employme . A range of
vocational rehabillitiolrservices -wAs-needed to cater for their require;,
ments. Disabled people needing to change jobs would be helped by-specialist
Employnient SerVice Officers (DRQs) who would. assess individualippacity <
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and advise on the selection of suitable employment. Others woultLpeed
course of physical or mental "reconditioning" (employment rehabilitation)
or vocational training before they could be placed in employment. Yet others
would never be able to hold theiroft under competitive conditions in ope
employment and needed sheltered employment.

o Finally, it was recbgnised thatone other special measure was needed to
secure for disabled people their full share of available employmentopportu-
nities. It was proposed that employers with less than a set proportibn or
"quota!" of disabled people should not be allowed to engage a non-registered
disabled person without an official permitto do so, and that a voluntaryreg- ;
ister of disabled people should'e set up to make this scheme operable:

While this network of services has expanded over the years and has
helped many disabled people to find employment, the rationale for its proyi-
sioh, the Operation of each constituent service and the allocation of resources
between- them has, in most essentials, remained unchanged. However, they
have not at any time achieved the overall objective of securing for disabled
people a fair share Of available employmentopportunities and there is mu
evidence that they have be e less effective 'over the years'. It is true that,
from time to time, Officials ha expressed disquiet about particular aspects
(for example, the 'Aging costs o heltered employinent or the problem of en:
forcing the Quota Schen4) and t t evaluative research has drawn attention
to ways in which individual servi co- ordination between them might be
improved. On balande, though, su concern has been outweighed .by `the

,mainly reassuring tone of official evthws4: These have concluded that ar-
rAngernents were generally satisfactory and that major changes in practice or /
in the allocation of resources to services were not necessary. As recently as r
five years ago, a. comprehensive official Development Programme (Man-
power Services Commission ,1978) concliled that future needs could mostly
be met by expanding or improving existing servicesaugmented by new ini-
tiatives to market the abilities of disabled people and to persuade employers
to adopt snore progressive,or positive policies on ti),e recruitment and reten-
tion of disabled workers. 7 . '

By 1979, when Stubbins undehool,his stud1- of British policy and serv-
ices, such confidence waS beginning to crumble: There were several differ-
ent reasons for this. First.and foremost, the recession triggered a dramatic
rise in unemployment. This added momentum to other labour market ,
changesthe Most significant of which haveh.been a marked loss of jobs in the '
manufacturing sector and a substantial shedding of unskilled labour. Regret-
tably, these are the very areas 'in which most vocational rehabilitation serv-
ice clients have. traditionally found employment. Second, officials ere',
confronted by results from independently conducted research which n-
firmed the limited and decreasing effectiveness of services; which ques
tioned the appl-opriateness of traditional methods and procedures; an
which concluded that the medical paradigm for policy and services should
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./ ...
replaced by another-Which, vdtil8 not overloOking 'clinical and ikhavioural:
aspects Of clients' ProblegiS, also takes psycho-social and economic (labour

-

. . .

market) dimensions of employment handicap into conSideratidn. Moat sere,
,

ices had previously been quite protected, from formal .eValuations 'of t
kind: Third, research underlined thextent to which. other)deyelopments',
including adVances in Medical treatment of illness or ll:kitiry, had resulted in a.
change.inthe types of disablement experienced by clients. Fourth, the 1970s
witnessed a dramatic transformation in the attitudes of disabled peoPle who,

&with increasing awareness of the extent to which services were failing to
meet their needs, changed from passive recipients of official prescriptions
and "doles" into much more discerning consulters. Officials, who never rel-

. ished the duty of monitoring and enfo 7cing the Quota Scheme, took advanl
tage of this, changing climate to public se falling compliance statistics and a
marked dropin the number of people e e'cting to registu, .i.5 disabled.,This ev-
idence was used to justify a pfoposal to abolish the Sc.heme (Manpower Serv- ..
ices Commission, 1979). But officials were alone in seeking this change. Over
the next two years, abolition was fiercely opposed by the disabled lobby,

.with Strong 'lipport from trades unions and many empldyers. It has now
been accepted by.all.of these interest groups that future policy will retain a'
legal obligation on emPloyers to give full and fair consideration to disabled

k people in all matters relating to recruitment, retention and career. developL
metit (Manpower Services Commission, 1981). Enforcenient will be guided
by a new code. of practice, to whfch all concerned, including employers and
unions, are!inaking substantial contributions. It :may be of interest ,that ein-
'ployers in Great Britain (and, indded,, 'elsewhere in Western Europe where
similar systems are in operation) do not generally view sucgiegai obligations
as an impediment.to freelenterprise. It is accepted that they have a part to

.. ,
play in the employment of disabled people. .,

Recent proposals to change other aspecth of services for disabled people
(Manpower Services Commission, 1982) are likely to en ncounter similar re-

sistance. In this instance, officials have noted that while disabltd people in
empleymenthave a similar age range to the workforce as a whole and per-
form a representative cross-section of all kinds of work, unemployed disabled
peo e, who comprise the clientele of; oCational rehabilitation services.. do

not are these characteristics. The latter are,generally older and more likely

to lack marketable skills. They are alsO more likely to\ have disabilities that
would make them hard to employ under any circumstances and to liate poor
work records. This evidence has led officials.to -Conclude' that most idisabled
clients may have more in common with other groups of long-terin unem-
plaYed peoplethan with all disabled people of working age and to propbse
.that\.they are ,redirected from specialist services to the.general-Employineffl
Service. PROS could then concentrate their atterion on a much smaller case-
load 4recently disabled people. This proposal may appear practical and at-
tractive, but it overlooks some important points. For example, it plays'down.
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the part which disablement has had in leading disabled clients into situations
where they share the disadvantages of long-term uneMploymentwith other
groups: Disabled Clients in this category are nqt only handiCapped by their
disabilities but also by the ineffectiveness of the very services setup to help
them.

Although policy makers did not anticipate the gradual accumulation
over the years of a large pool disabled people who have not'benefitted from
specialist services, the disabled lobby is well aware that lbinlinson's package
of services has these shortcomings. It has also Comet) recognise that, in the
present economic climate, significant gains in employment opportunities are
unlikely to be achieved in the open employnient sector. While they have ex-
pressed support for recent-decisions to retain a Quota Scheme, to enhance
the effectiveness of existing rehabilitation services, to improve guidance to
employers and to de*op-More effective marketing of disabled job seekers,
disabled people may be disinclined to place any reliance on the other
changes currently envisaged. They favour, again with much suppo4 from
many other quarters, alternative policies to stimulate demand for disabled
workers. The mainobjectives for such policies would be to expand vision
for sheltered and' other forms of subsidised employment and to rerno the
barriers which presently prevent disabled people from securing a reasonable
share of partiime jobs; Thus British policy and services may in future come
to place much mom rather than less reliance on systems approaches.

Although British experience may suggest that a systemsapproach is nei-
ther a panacea nor an easy option, the difficulties encountered in making it
work have generally tended to reinforce rather than shake convictions about
the need for such an approach. Similar conclusions have been reached in
other countries. A recent review of vocational reha itation in the member
states of the European Economic Community (Crox , 1982) confirms that
most now acknowledge that such an approachiS an essenti ement in poli-
cies and programmes tot the social integration of handicppe people. This
policy orientation has been 'shaped by two Main consider ions. Firstly,
there is a growing acceptance that employment handicap is o en much less
closely related to impairment or di ability than to attitudinal, soar-and envi-
ronmental factor's. Secondly, it is increasingly recognised that vocational re
habilitation services should aim to do more than bridge the gap between -"
medical services and the labour market. They must become instruments of
social as well as economic policy.

Stubbins maintains that some if not all of the circumstances which have
promoted a change of climate in Western Europe are to be found in the United
States, and that the time has come to give more serious consideration to the
part that similar systefns approaches might play in making Ameriban voca-
tional rehabilitation services more effective. It is held that, despite its un-
doubted successes over the years, the clinical model has certain limitations
in conception and execution, and that contemporary practice would benefit
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not only from attempts to ensure a better pay-off of clinical methods but also
from new initiatives based one a wider conception of the causes of employ-
ment handicap. It is also held that future practice may need to be developed
(and justified) as much as an aspect of social policy as on economic grounds.

Accornmodating such changes will inevitably make some new demands
on rehabilitation practitioners, educators and administrators. It is therefore
important to establish the bounds within which Stubbins' proposals for the
further development of vocational rehabilite : a services are. expected to be
achieved. Three of the main issues involved are concern over the compatibil-
ity of clinical and systems approaches; the form that an American systems

I

approach might assume and the implications of systems approaches for reha-
bilitation counseling pragtice.

Although clinical and systems approches have been presented,as alter-
natives for debate, it does not follow that they are necessarily conflicting op-
tions for practice or policy. indeed; compatibility between these approaches
is discernible in most vocational rehabilitation services. For example, while
the principal orientation of service delivery in the United States is clinical,
systems approaches are not neglected. Stubbins cites the Thrgeted Jobs 'Pax
Credit and Projects with Industry schemes as examples of the latter ap-
proach, and there may well be,others, In contrast, examples like the British
and West.German quota schemes show that service delivery in Western Eu-
rope places more, emphasis on statutory instruments to stimulate labour-
market demand for disabled workers. But such concern does not mean that
systeins approaches are pursued without recourse to clinical/methods, as
current developments in the British employment rehabilitatiOn-service ex-

' emplify. Following a recent evaluation (Comes, 1982), several new initia-
tives are being taken to make better use of Professional expertise and to
develop assessment techniques and rehabilitation methods, in-many in-
stances drawing on -American research and professional practices, Differ-
ences between vocational rehabilitation services are therefore mainly
attributable to the balance struck between clinical and systems approaches
rather than their reliance on conflicting models.

Even so, in the absence of detailed description of what an Arrierican sys-
tems approach might look like, it could be considered that adoption or adap-
tation of one of more of the European aPproaches is being adVocated-
However, as Stubbins recogniges, there are several reasons why such a sim-
plistic solution might not work. For instance, if these approaches were so .

self-evidently suitable, it is likely that they would already have been tried
,out. This has not happened because it is recognised that particular solutions
are at least to some extent appropriate to, or dependent on, certain socio-
Cultural, political and economic, conditions. Thus, while invalid co-opera-
tives may flourish in the socialist economy of Poland, which guarantees them
monopolies over the production of certain goods, it is unlikely that they
would fire as well under more competitive market conditions. In the same:
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way, it is arguable that vocational rehabilitation policies and programmes in
West Germany and Great Britain are similarly dependent on the social insur-
ance and welfare state systems found in these countries.

But thisishot an argument against payingmore attention to the develop-
ment of systks approaches in the United 8tites. h is, rather, a caveat
against adopting approaches which are not sympathetically rooted in Ameri-
can social, political and economic institutions. A systems approach does not
beg a particular solution. It merely requires that attention is directed to the
tabour market context within which vocational rehabilitation services oper-
ate and emphasises the part that measures taken at a societal rather than at
an individual level have to play in reducing or removing employment handi-:
caps experienced by people with disabilities. In an American Context, there-
fore, a systems approach would be exemplified by any socially and politically
acceptable action taken to improve the rehabilitation and return to work of
disabled citizens arising from instances where it is acknowledged that they
share common problems, to which the most appropriate or effective solu-,
tions are to be found in interventions at a societal rather than at an individul
level..

'This definition may help to clarify the implications of Stubbins' wino-
graph for rehabilitation counseling practice: Counselors are generally accus-
tomed, both 'in everyday involvement with clients and in consideration of
professional matters, to working and thinking in an individual mode. Given
this prevailing orientation, it would not be too surprising if some counselors,
perceive a critique of the clinical model as criticism of their professional ac-
Vvities or even as.an argument for abandoning tried and tested methods in
favour of such relatively untried and untested alternatives as advocacy or so-
cial activism on behalf of people with disabilities. Seen only in this light, par-
ticularly at a time when vocational rehabilitation services are already quite
closely monitored, a critique of the clinical model could cause practitioners to
close ranks or to take some other steps to re-affirm traditional professional
values and principleS of practice. But such "collective denial" may not be
warranted. Stubbins' case is not so much directed at individual prb.ctitioners
as to the profession as a whole. The limitations of the clinical model which
concern him Most are not those which suggest. that existing practices and
procedures can be made more effective. .He is more with those
which underline the extent to which a clinical model has encouraged think-
ing about the further developMent of practice to become so focused on prob-
lems associated with service delivery to individual clients that the potential
of other possibilities to enhance the effectiveness of counselorialient interac-
tions has not been fully explored. The exploration and evaluation of these
other options for vocational rehabilitation policy, and practice may not re-
quire individual practitioners to make any immediate changes to established
working prattices. The initial challenge is to the profession as a whole'to en-
sure that.some practitioners, educators and administrators are given oppor-
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tunities to study, the social, economic and political contexts of professional
practicwith a view not only to the improvement of existing approaches but
also to the identification and deNielopment of effective alternatives.

Stubbins dearly believes that, to attain the objectives of vocational reha-
bilitation in a changing world, we must be prepared to make some changes in
our methods and to revise our thinking about the role of vocational rehabili-
tation in society. Although it may be tempting to view his monograph as fu-
turistic or, to the extent that it questions professional orthodoxy, even
heretical, it really has neither of these qualities. While I do not agree with
higl on every point, I share his conviction that a clinical model may have
clouded our vision of the art of the possible and that the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of vocational rehabilitation, both today and,in future, depends on the
extent to which clinical methods are complemented by other approaches. The
Clinical Attitude in Rehabilitation raises issues that cannot be ducked. It will
influence our agendas for thought and action for many years to come.
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commentary on Joseph Stebbins' Paper and
Monograph on the Clinical Model in
Zehabillt9tion and Some Alternatives

Professor Stubbins paper and his monograph prepared for the World Re:
tabilitation Fund present us with a wide array of intriguing and challenging
deas for discussion. It is a privilege to be able to respond with some thoughts
hat have been engendered by,his presentation.

o

In the first place, it seems to me that
is

description of the vocational re-
iabilitation system in the United States s far too negative. While hyperbole
nay be useful to direct attention to a problem area and generate concern it
loes not necessarily reveal the facts. Our vocational rehabilitation system
Lever "promised" to be the perfect solution to all the problems of all disabled
leople, despite some grandiosity apparent at fund-raising times. What it has
et out to do, that is to return a significant number of disabled persons to paid
or other productive) employment, it has done with considerable success.
'hat its success has been less than total doesnot seem to me to be a valid crit-
.ism of a system that never aspired to this goal in the first place.

In any event, Stubbins consistently presents an implied (and sometimes
xplicit) negative comparison of the U.S. system vis-a-vis those of, other
ountries, reotably that of Great Britain. But there are no data presented to
dpport his assertion in terms of cross-cultural evaluationof outcomes, only
is own observations: Lacking are comparative studies of the satisfactoriness
f different systems as measured by numbers ofjob placements or other em-
loyment goals. Norare there any comparative studies of client, profession-

or public satisfaction with different systems. In fact, some of the
mervations of the British system ,which he himself.reports in his mon0-
.aph raise some doubts about its desirability, as 1 will note later on.

Certainly one.of the most usefunessons of Stubbins' paper is its insis-
n.ce on the value of continuing review of our prOfessional beliefs,behaviors
Id goals. One extension of his presentation is thaf our system would be im-
oved if its vocational rehabilitation goal were replaced by a more generic
.habilitatidn the sense ofthe National Rehabilitation Association
ifirtition of rehabilitation as the process of helping handicapped people ..
ach the maximum total functioning of which they are capable.

The concept is interesting: It might foster the development of a coherent
Ltional policy toward disability and disabled people. On the other hand,
Nether this is practical, or manageable, or even necessary, is moot. The
ere size of a "total" rehabilitation system would beawesome and (to some)
lining, as it would have to encompass, a whole host of currently parallel
stems such as education, medicine, social service and recreation. A more
isonable approach seems to be the current concept of a vocational rehabili-
ion system which is de L. s o oal of "paid employment."
Lis allows for the development of service progra which, haying more
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specific goals, are more easily held accountable by their consumers and the
general public, a point for which disabled persons themselves have fought.

Traditionally in the U.S. the 'methods used tomake our vocational reha-
bilitation mission operational call for thesprovision of clinical, or individual,
services as as other Support services some of which may be directed at
environmental manipulation. The rationale for this approach is that where

_ disabled person's are unable to fimaion at their maximum we can (1)
strengthen their-own ability. to cope with and overcome their; limitations
through clinical methods or (2) effect changes in the environment`through
protective end special services that result in minimizing the effect of their
limitations. Stubbins asserts that we haveerred by over-emphasizing the
clinical approach and calls for a drastic re-alignment of our priorities in favor
of what he calls a systems approach.

This proposal presents several problems. Among them is the fact that his
view does not recognize that systems can be changed in many'ways. One of
these is by changing the individuals who interact with the systems, so that
rehabilitated clients become their Own change agents. It is, of course, a mat-
ter of philosophy and belief that systems can be changed as well by new ex-
periences as by fiat. It is based on the value judgement that it is preferable to
teach people how to catch their own fish, rather than to give them a ration of
fish. The position is defensible, but no more Prft5le than i5 its opposite.

His paper also minimizes, essentially ignores, the fact that rehabilitation
counselors have never befen "clinicians" as much as they are coun-
selor /coordinators. The ideal rehabilitation counselor has alijays been con-

with a holistic approach to the disabled client's vocational rehabilita-
tion problem, and has traditionally discussed, referred for, and sometimes
paid for, any service needec1to help that client achieiie a rehabilitated status;
particularly when lack of such service reduces the client's chances to achieve
the goal of paid einpjoyinent. One has to wonder who the counselors (and
their educators) are that Stubbins has talked to. Somehow they do not seem
to match the model,that many of us aye seen in action. r

Let us suppose for the moment that major shift in emphasis that Stub-
bins proposes does occur. Could we really anticipate any better results than
we now experience he claims would be the case? An effort tgespond to
that question.Only-raises further questions.

For example, one measure of the efficienCy of a social agency is its accu-
racy in responding to the needs of its constituents. Granting at least partial
validity to the claims of representat ion raised periodically by various disabili-
ty groups, neverth ess, our recOrdLin this country seems relatively good.

hile'no one group isntirely satisfied with its portion of the rehabilitation
"pie," at least we do recognize and have progNns for almost every imagina-
ble disability group, from the orthopedically disabled to the learning dis-
abled. Stubbins does not $ddress this point. Certainly this is one area where
cross cultural research Would.be in order to provide a factual ; wer to the
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question of how we compare to other countries in this vital respect.
One could also question whether the delivery of services to meet as-

sessed needs would really be improved. This prospect is certainly not estab-
lished by the facts or the logic of Stubbiris' naper.

For example, his own observations of the process of vocational rehabili-
tation in B,ritain include instance's of problems that are disturbinglyfamiliar
to us, and some that seem (given our value system) perhaps worse than ours.

From his British visit he notes (page 20) that clients are viewed in "terms
of immediate placeability" and that it is "easy" for the British DRO's to dis-
tinguish between the employable and the urremployable, a discrimination
task that ha.4 perennially challenged their US counterparts who may be less
ready to make such a serious judgement on limited data. Further, on page 21
he notes a focus on clients that are easy to place, "creaming," and an accept-
ance of a genetic basis for behavior that sounds too limiting to many of us. On
page 22 he notes that the interviews conducted by the DRO's seem too brief
to allow for an accurate expression of clientneeds, and continues, on page
23, to &statement that DRO's tend to view clients in a paternalistic light. Fi-
nally, on page 26 he talks about the decline in ERG graduates employed over
a 16 yeaperiod froin 51 to 21 percent.

Assuredly lookittg at the experience of other countries asProfessor Stub-
bins did in great Britain can be very enlightening. Thus a review of Ruth Pur-
tilo's monograph health care and rehabilitation in Sw2den seemed to have
potential. Her "LessonS from Sweden" reveal similarly distressing problems
as presented in comments from clients in a country where the "systems" ap-
proach is even more advanced than in Great Britain. On page 29 there is a
discussion of their feeling of loss of freedom, and page 37 recounts instances
pf the adversary mentality engendered by the Swedish approach. On page 38
there is a hurriati. interest story about disincentives to rehabilitation in Swe-
len that could De shifted to an American locale without any loss in the trans-
ati,on, except that it is perhaps even more extreme than our experience.

It is interesting to speculate about what would happen in a world where
he systems available to meet clients' needs really worked. Would we cotm-
;elors, as some have suggested, finally superfluous? Experience and logic
uggest that even in this utopia that would not be the case. Even in a "per-
ect" world persons (including disabled persons) cauld!be troubled with ca-
eer decisions. In fact, without being hampered by environmentpl barriers,
ha issue of expanded vocational choice for a disabled person might as the
ange or available vocational options enlarges become larger not less. In uto-
)ia, career Problenis of disabledpersons will not disappear; they will just be-
orne more like those facing the non-disabled.

,

Assuming a major shift iri policy resulting in a "systems" as opposed to a.
'clinical" approach to rehabilitation raises some additional questions. Who
maid perform the jobs .needed-too be done, arid what would be the nature of
heir work? For example, Stubbins indicates a need for the disabled to'increase
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their organization for their own benefit, and sees that rehabilitation counselors
may be needed as a "necessary evil" to help in this task. But one may question
whether this is a proper role for a rehabilitation counselor. Is it not perhaps bet-
ter suited for one trained in the social work specialty of community organiza-
tion? Similarly, there has been, is, and certainly Will continue to be a need to
develop legislation for the benefit of disabled persons. Yet the drafting of legis-
lation seems to be best left to those who are equipped to do it; the rehabilitation
counselor's role should be, as it is now, to recognize the need for legislative
change and campaign to see that needed changes are effected.

In summary, Professor Stubb ins' paper stimulates us by challenging our
traditional view of vocational rehabilitation and suggesting a different model
which emphasizes the systems approach. I assert that the proper role for a
rehabilitation counselor is one which involves the counselor in a combina-
tion of "clinical" and "systems" activities. Ideally the choice of mode is a re-
sponse to the demands of whatever sittiation the counselor is in. Such a view
avoids what seems to me to be the major problem with Professor Stubbins'
approach, that is a sort of "all or nothing" view of rehabilitation. Purtilo dis-
cusses this pitfall in her monograph, and quotes both Tawney and Fuchs
(p. 41) on the same topic when they both discuss the equal error of refusing to
admit society's role in handicapping the disabled or completely denying indi-
viduals' responsibility for their own status.

In contrast, what seems to be needed is the variable allocation of resources,
to promote social change and provide individual services with priorities and
programs reflecting changing times. This would allow what is needed to im-
prove vocational rehabilitation's "batting average" .. (1) a flexible policy whiCh

may still define the goal of the vocational rehabilitation syStem as promotion of
maximum paid employment but (2) which really stresses the identification of
all barriers restricting achievement of that goal and (3) devotes resources to
clinical services and advocacy, community organization and legislation as de-
termined by need.
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Comments on Joseph Stubbins' material on
The Clinical Model in Vocational Rehabilitation

I agree with many of Dr. Stubbins' conclusions. I am sympathetic with
his notion that the clinical approach has been overworked and that a more
broadly based approach to rehabilitation is needed. Iam grateful to Dr. Stub-
bins for informing me about what is wrong with the clinical app?oach. I have
been looking at rehabilitation from a point of view which is essentially non-
clinical but I never realized it. My approach certainly make me sympathetic
with a study which criticizes the clinical model. My problem is that I agree
with his conclusions, but I suspect for quite different, separattiand distinct
reasons.

I believe vocational rehabilitation to be an economically viable program.
Dr Stubbins and I agree that it has been sold to the Congress and to the pub
lic, as an economically viable program, and we both agree that the motives of
some of the advocates are suspect, and the data they use to base theii condu-
sions are quite deficient. But although we agree on these fimdanientals, I sus-
pect that we part company at this point.

that we need better selection_technicpies in order to serve ap-
propriate clients. I believe that we need better measurement devices to
prove the economic viability of the program and to measure its economic effi-
ciency. I do not believe that we should abandon the goal ofan economically
efficient program.

He believes that we should redefine the goals so as to include nonjobs as
jobs and that we should abandon the goal of seeking labor market jobs for the
disabled in light of current unemployment levels': I respectfully -disagree.

Some of our differences are purely semantic. He criticizes "creaming,"
for example. I am not sure I am agailist creaming, but surely it depends on
what is meant by the use of that term. I am against serving clients who would
return to the labor market, with or without the services offered-by vocational
rehabilitation. If that is what is meant by creaming, I join with Dr. Stubbins
and others as being opposedto this needless proffering of services without
result. However, I am not against serving, first, the clients who have the best
chances of returning to the labor market.. That selection procedure makes a
great deal of sense from an efficiency point of view. I also recognize that it
may be contrary to some people's notion of equity, but I am willing to make
reasonable accommodations to whatever the appropriate equity constraints
are.

Dr. Stubbins criticizes and disparages the social security disability insur-
ance rehabilitation program. But the Beneficiary Rehabilitation Program'is
not to be dismissed out of hand. Extensive analyses of the program have ex-
posed the difficulties. In part, the problems of the program stem from the ap-
plication of the clinical model that Dr. Stubbins diticizes, and I believe tjiat
model was particularly inappropriate in the Beneficiary Rehabilitation Pro-
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gram. But this is not to say that the program did not work. It was an ideal situ-
ation to test some measures of economic efficiency. It was an ideal test of the
entire vocational rehabilitation program. The objective was to get people off
the beneficiary roles: Hence, the measures of benefits were unambiguous.
Also, the selection criteria,, although ideal conceptually, proved difficult to
enforce administratively. The vocational rehabilitation program was not to
take people unless it could be shown that there was a reasonable prospect of
rehabilitating them, and that the amount of benefits that would be saved
would be equivalent to or greater than the cost of rehabilitation.

The real problem was that nobody took the program seriously until it
was threatened, and by that time it was too late to save it. The Beneficiary
Rehabilitation Program became an early casualty of the economy measures
of the new administration.

. But the tests of the Beneficiary Rehabilitation Program need not be the
same as the tests for the general rehabilitation program. This is especially
true of rehabilitation of the severely mentally' retarded persons, for example.
Here Dr. Stubbins and I again come to an agreement from different approach-
es and for quite different reasons. I do not believe that we should abandon
the ielea-ef efkleney-testsreven-in-tte-ease ofsevereldsabled-pprsonsr-buLl__
would.argue that there is real economic value in rehabilitating a person, even
though that person may not return to the labor market. When we talk about
severely mentally retarded persons, for example, the restoration of .these
people to a life of independent living, possibly their deinstitutionalization,
certainly has "utility," certainly these are values that society is willing to pay
for. At least, they are values that the family of mentally retarded persons are
willing to pay for, and we need not accomplish very large changes in function
in order to garner economic benefits. In short, it is a mistake to make money
savings the sole criteria for economic gain. It is necessary also to look at gen-
eral increases in utility and these are wheie we need objective measures.

I can handle many of these items without coping with any of the moral
issues involved, or considering the life of the disabled as a form of social pa-
thology. In fact, many handicapped. persons do view professionals in rehabil-
itation as feeding off public funds which can be better used to support the
independent living movement and self -help ventures. Much more attention
should be paid to independent living, anti-discrimination legislation, job ac-
commodations and other types of adjustments which may make paths to the
labor market easier for those persons who are disabled.

Who can quarrel with Dr. Stubbins' assertion that the problems of dis-
ability are generated by societal structures, and therefore solutions are to be
sought at the social level. It seems to me that there are many paths to the
promised land. We must work on systems of prevention, we must work on
compensating people for certain types of disability and we must work on re-
habilitatiortl think I understand the systems approach. I do not understand
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that is where we ought to have been. Counselors play roles in counseling,
guidance and placement of persons that are disabled. I despair of attending
meetings of rehabilitation counselors where the conclusion is everyone
should go out and reform the economy. We live in a world where there isa di-
vision of labor, and reforming the economy is ntt the job of the rehabilitation
counselors. I do think we should be concerned-with improving the adminis-
tration of 504, or trying to unravel the terrible complexities of job placement
in light of union-management restrictions:but counselors' primary job is to
do what they can to make a person job ready and to get him out into the labor
market. If that is a clinical model, to that extend, I do not suppose I have great
problems with it. If on the other hand, I am going to improve the personality
of the person and work on his psyche to the exclusion of getting him a job,
then I depart.

I have to admit that one of my problems is that in my use of a systems ap-
proach to understand the problems of rehabilitation, I have often regarded
what the counselor does as being in a sort of a "black box" and have not pen-
etrated it in any manner. Consequently, if the counselors do not administer
the correct mix of services that they should, or that "t experienced rehabili-
tation psychologist tells me_that-they-shoulder tpn-I-tannotquat-I-do--
think that it is necessary to understand that somewhere, somebody along the
line, has to lay hands on persons who are outside the labor market and pro-
vide a mix of services to them. We must never lose sight of the fact that a part
of the mystique of rehabilitation and part of its efficiency lies in the fact that
the rehabilitation counselor has been able to command a wide range of re-
sources, be they educational, physical medicine, counseling, guidance or
placement. He has never been restricted to any one modality, and I always
thought that this was one of its virtues. If we have strayed too far along one
particular path, we ought to bring the engine back, but this is not to say that
it ought to be abandoned in its entirety.

Monroe Berkowitz
(New York University
March 17, 1983)
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The Vocational Rehabilitation System

Vocational rehabilitation has been around for a relatively long time, at
° least as far as social service programs go. Time frequently translates into tra-

dition. Tradition is important in that it preserves values and sorts out the en-
ddring from the fadish. It conserves what is best as time evolves. However,
tradition that goes unquestioned or -refuses to admit innovation, merely
series to chain the present and future to the bondage Of the past. Professot
Stubbins challenges us to face tradition squarely and to account for what we
do today on the basis of today's needs and lmowledge, rather than on yester-
day's. His challenge is dear and does not allow us to dodge the issue of rele-
vance. Whether we agree with his rationale or proferred solution is less
important than that we face forthrightly his call for a re-analysis of what vo-
cational rehabilitation is al: about.

Professor Stubbins early on points out the significance of the values that
rehabilitatiohractitioners ascribe to. These values give us our motivation
and will do something significant for our clients and society. Without values
we lose our purpose. Values are tricky to deal with. They are not research-

. able. There is no one "right" set of values that will lead rehabilitation practi-
tioners to a standard solution for overcoming all disabling situations.

. However, without values we-can not expect to accomplish anything. It is al-
ways timely to clarify our values. As individuals we can re-affirm our own
sense of mission and worth and as a profession we can inspire each other by
questioning how we communicate our values to our clients and to society in
general. We must ask ourselves if we really mean what we say or if what we
do somehow adds to or detracts from our claim of social service.

I believe, as Professor Stubbins suggests, that we have allowed the tech-
nology of clinical psychology to erode our value for the self-worth and inde-
pendence of our clients. My view of it is that we have substituted the value
people with disabilities have for becoming vocationally competent with the
value derived from our psychological inclinations for people to achieve our
understanding of psychological competence. Unfortunately, there is a differ-
ent view'of what psychological competence is for every different psychologi-
cal school of thought that exists. Our clients' vocational needs get lost in our
own need to transform them into the ideal psychological models prescribed
by our pet theories. I'm not advocating, and I'm sure ProfessOr Stubbins dies
not either, that we renounce our psychological heritage. Psychology has
taught us much about how pedplelearn and change. This is a valuable tech-
nology to use to help our clients attain their vocational goals.

I find it necessary to emphasize the term vocational. rehabilitation, I
know Professor Stubbins chose to use this term interchangeably with reha
bilitation. This was somewhat confusing to me since it seemed that in most
instances Professor Stubbins was writing about the state/federal system ofd.
-vocational rehabilitation. Yet tl'Q clinical model described by him does not fit
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my perception of what is practiced in that system by the professionals em-
ployed there. As one example, Professor Stubbins concluding his Monograph
intimates that rehabilitation clinicians would resort to "catharsis, skillful lis-
tenhig or relakation therapy' ' to counteract the anger of clients. I do'not be-
lieve that very many agency rehabilitation counselors use these techniques
to any great degrepThis kind of clinical practice might be found in the role of
rehabilitation psychologist which I believe isa distinct one from that of coun-
selor. Professor Stubbins does not make this distinction as clearly.

It seems the view of vocational rehabilitation presented by Professor
Stubbins resembles more the education programs offered by universities for
training rehabilitation counselors. In universities The psychological/clinical
model appears more distinctly. Also, since universities are more likely to con-
tribute to research, it is not surprising that rehabilitation research appears
technique-oriented and bound to the clinical model. More discussion could
be directed at the role of the university system in promoting the continued

:reliance on clinical and individual approaches. &more importanereason for
being precise about our use of the term vocational rehabilitation is that it
could serve as the boundary for defining the scope of the system of publicly
supported rehabilitation in the United States. A case could be made that the
reason our system seems to have developed problems with placement is that
we have lost our moorings in the vocational orientation that was the mandate
of the state/federal syStem. Over the years policies have changed reg4larly to
include a variety of populations which traditionally have had a difficult time
in the labor market for a variety of reasons, one of which can be attributed
4mijloyer discrimination. Recently, we have included independent living in
scope of services and expected outcomes of the vocational rehabilitation sys-
tem. Independent Hying is an important goal but it is a different goal from the
placement goal expected of the state/federal system. Professor Stubbins sug-
gests our policy of vocational rehabilitation has.evolved frdm the clinical
method. Perhaps another interpretation of these frequentpolicy shifts is that
they result from political pressure of special interest groups. Any discussion
of policies and systems can not rgnore the obvious impact of politics.

lb return to the major point, vocational rehabilitation as a system might
achieve its labor market expectations if it recognized that the labor market
was the'system which not only defines the outcome, successful placement,
but also suggests the types of services necessary to achieve the outcome. It is
not important to help people with.clisabilities get into the economy as Profes-
sor Stubbins indicates, but into the work force. People with disabilities are al-
ready'ilivolved in the economy, but not th ways we most value. Those ways,
of course, are as self- supporting workers or employers. The labor market re-
quires we tailor the technology of our services to employers and clients be-
cause these twogroups are the principle actors in the market. As vocational
rehabilitation professionals lower the costs of job searching.and hiring for cli-
ents and employers, they will be recognized as valuable social contributors.
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All that counselors do' can be evaluated in terms of how costs are decreased
for clients and employers alike. This does mot discount the clinical method
but applies it as a tool as needed. Counseling to develop goals, increase moti-
vation, build self-confidence can all be justified for eventual participation in
the labor market. --

In summary, I agree with professor Stubbins conclusion that the voca-
tional rehabilitation system has recently not been as effective in developing
quality placements as it could be. However, I do not feel we need to change
our ideology from a clinical individual approach to a system approach. I agree
with him that a blending of the individual and system approaches is useful.
However, I would focus on the labor market as the crucial system if the prob-
lem we are concerned about is placement. If we wish to take the state/federal
system to task for not being as effective in this and other aspects of rehabilita-
tion, then we should consider broadening the goals of t4ie system and provid-
ing a similar expansion of resources. Let us be careful of adding additional
systems and processes to what we call vocational rehabilitation if we want to
primarily achieve a better integration of people with disabilities into the
mainstream of our work force.
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The Clinical Attitude in Rehabilitation and
Alternatives...A Reaction

As a former member of the National Council on the Handicapped, I've
been concerned about various policy questions and system concerns. Thus
Dr. Stubbins' monograph and his general writings collide with and bounce off
of this checkered`career and my personal experiences in the field. Much of
what he has to say I supporton the other handI have a few obligatory res-
ervations. In my comments I'll attempt to make clear both my concurrence
and my personal cautions or outright disagreement.

Stubbins, Hahn, De Jong and others have called into question the domi-
nant clinical attitude in rehabilitation service in the U.S. They see this essen- '
tially medical model as an incomplete ornarrow approach to overcoming the
personal, social, and economic problems confronting people with disabili-
ties. While they would not abandon the clinical approach, they clearly would
advocate that counselors and others in rehabilitation practice become more
cosmopolitan in their perspective. As Stubbilts has said, "the romantic indi-
viduAlistn" of counseling and psychotherapy must be balanced by a social/e-
cological 'perspective ... one which appreciates that counselor and client
operate within social; economic, and organizational realities. In Stubbins
view, the individual's circumstances are not purely matters ot individual re-
sponsibility. Will, motivation, and 'character' may not be sufficient to over-
come the forces of structural unemployment and/or bias and prejudice on the
part of employers for example..

We must also acknowledge that this is not the first tune that this disequi-
librium has been revealed and brought to our attention. In the 1976 publica-
tion, Whither Rehabilitation Education: A State of the Art Report, the
author W. Alfred McCauley states, "Perhaps the practice of rehabilitation
counseling should turn to the development and application of Skills to make
social systems more accommodating toward die 'handicapped."

Levitan and Taggart in Alternatives in Rehabilitating tire Handicapped
report that increasing injections of professional expertise, new techniques
and even legal mandates have not significantly improved the job placement
batting. average. Stubbins admonishes.us by saying that V.R. is creating .a
pool of well diagnosed and counseled persons without jobs or any sense of life
purpose. Basically we are still hulling people out of the swamp one by one;
rather than draining the swamp! .

As Hahn has made clear, our interventions flow logically from our defini-
tion of the problem. The clinical perspective essentially.assumes that the cli-
ent's problems reside within his/her limitations, disability, or, pathology
rather than resulting from his/her devalued status in a highly competitive
market place. Stubbins is correct in noting that it was the activism of disabled
persons which forced us to redefine their status from one of deviance to one
of disadvantage. A disability advocate, Finkelstein has asserted that rehabili-
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tation practitioners live off the unhappy circumstances in which disabled
persons find themselves and then compound the injustice by all too frequent-
ly playing, "blame the victims," i.e. , the,:caUse of the client's social, personal
and economic problems result from his/her inactivity, lack of social skills,
fiEFOT ilicieViiicarcileiciii,'-plifSrcillitriitatioria-,- or "unpleasant appear.
nc:e."

I have heard many disabled persons claim that One of the major obstacles
th,ey had to overcome in their rehabilitation was the physician, therapist,
and counselor sent toAreat or counsel them.

Drama scimetimeS-Makesthispoitirtfiiithinore forCefullY-ffa.-n academic
texts. In BrianClark's play, "Whose Life is it AnYway?" the newly paralyZed
sculptor, Ken,resists the medication prescribed by his physicians with these
words, "Oh;I shall get the tablet, but it's you that needsthe tranquilizing,
don't. You watched me disturbed, worriedeven perhaps, because, you can't'
do anything for menothing that really matters. I'm paralyzed and you're
impoteht. The only thing you can do is to stop the disturbing you So tget the
tablet and you get the tranquility."

Thus, we need to appreciate our clinical limitationsbut is the answer to
. emulate Blitain's disabled resettlement officer? DRO's are regarded in Ens
gland in much the same way as Employment SerVices counselors are regard-
ed in this country, i.e., ineffective, untrained, and harried.

Sources in England assert that DRO's generally serve manual workers.
Skilled or educated individuals avoid them precisely because they underesti-
mate their client's potential. Apparently some British clients would prefer to
be assisted by an individual who had a few more "romantic illusions!:

Whether in Great Britain or America, the counselor's attitudes and val.-
ues are shared by their respective. Cultures. Stubbins reports, for example,
that DRO's easily accept class Stratification, a deterministic view of life and
Social liarwinism. All of which may be seen as rather "natural" to, thern

The `evidence " -would seem to suggest that DRO's find the lass distinc-
tions of the British society: as "natural" in the same manner that some
American rehab. counselors feel it is "natural" -to devalue and underesti-
mate the disabled or "natural" to believe that accessibility requirements',
may be unrealistic 'and too expensive as a general social policy.

I would assert, however; that we are in debt to Joe Stubbin for his mono-
graph description of . the .DRO's laic. of psychological and sociological in-.
sW its. Apparently concepts such as-rea-ctiorrto-traumaicopingT_and-personal-
adjustment are unfamiliar tithe DRO since as Stub . much of this
knoWledge exists beyond the re! fG on sense."

StUbbins puts it so well&

It was clear that the DRO la4ked a suitable repertoire of conceptu-
al and diagnostic tools with which to prognosticate the client's po-
tential for functioning at a higher Vocational level and the means
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of guiding and motivting the client to reach that greater poten"-
tial (p. 24).

CoUnselors need not be so preoccupied with maximizing potential and
upward mobility if they generally holtoa deterministic view of life in wi.qch
one's crass position generally

Oh, but help is on the wayfor the uninformed DRO for Stubbins tells us,
"The more recent emphasis in the direction of work adjustment training
seemed to coincide with the recognition that most of the physically disabled
clients haera variety of psVhosocidl problems which were as troublesome as
their phYsical impairments" (p. 26, emphasis added). .

Dr.. Stubbins, it seems to me makes an excellent case for upgrading the
professional preparation of DRO's. Perhapi American rehabilitation coun-
selor educators have something to share as regards enhancing the psycholog-
ical sophistication of the DRO's:, In turn we might learn more about employer
development, and pragMatic approaches to job placement.

A.minor side regarding the quota system approach. I would simply note
that one's preferred approach in terms of. reducing discrimination and pro-
moting employment alsb reflects our cultural and social views. Quota sys-
tems have been put in place in countries which are much smaller and more
homogeneous than in the U.S. My personal forecast: subject to modification
through empirical study, is that U.S. policymakers and employer groups
would resist quotas for disabled persons, in part because we are a much more
pluialistic society 'and these policymakers and employers would fear that
quotas might thenbe established for a variety of other groups; i.e., women,
Native Americans, Hispanics, etc.

I certairdpupport the study of various policy oOtions. Indeed qiiota sYs-.
terns are a legitimate area of cross national study. However, let lis.also ex-
plore the policy iMplications of a National Health Insurance scheme; let us
learn more about the strengths and weaknesses of Ontario's government
based approach to Worker's compensation_ rehabilitation and let us study_
quite earnestly the disincenthie dilemma in our own approach to income
maintenance, social services, and rehabilitation-. _ _
-As regards rehabilitation research, I would agree that the domination of
psychological and educational research methods have sometimes resulted in
narrow, trivial.research while ignoring weighty social, economic, and politi-
cal lines of inquiry. I note that only this year the NIHR awarded at least one
economically. oriented research project. Dr. Stubbins.and I would both 'en-
-courage-rehabilitation-researeliers-i6 13roadena&li-§Eite_adel would
urge that we induct proven economists, political scientists, and policy ana-
lysts into our field.Disability and rehabilitation is ar multi-billion dollar ne-
glected enterprise. The number of citations one may fmd in the literature by
qualified social scientists is discouragingly low.

Hopefully our discussion today will also touch upon the respective role'of
undergraduate, master's and doctoral level study in rehabilitation counsel-
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ing. It seems to me that we need to assure that our M.A. candidates have a
solid undergraduate edugtiOn in the social sciences of economics, sociology:
political science, and psychology. At'the M.A. level the focuS should beon the
yaluesdskillsi.and knowledge necessary for entrance into the profession, i.e.,
counseling, Medical-social-psychelogicalAspects, labor econoiniCi,voca-
tional assessmen and career development, and job'placement. -

By the way there is some research evidence that the best thing graduate
education doesand it's no minor achieVementis to inculcate professional
values and standards..

Our doctoral studies need to prepatZ' some individuals for clinical appli-
cation; i.e., rehabilitation psychology or counseling psychology while other
students haVe the opportunity to pursue doctoral studies and careers in ad-

_ ministration and policy research in rehabilitation, health and human
services. -

In ConcluSion it seems to me the fault lies not with the clinical model
alone but perhaps in our asymmetrical strategya singular, incomplete, spe-
cialized clinical response to the -consequences of disabilitiand devaluation.
Doe high level structural unemployment really dictate as Dr. Stubbins as-
serts that "it makes no sense to invest in vocational rehabilitation." Are we
really to abandon the clinical approach in favor of benign faith that the politi-
cal and public policy process will forge an equitable social order. Will a self-
proclaimed conservative administration and a divided Congress give us the
opportunity structure, the Programs, the imperative of the quota system
when decidedly more liberal Presidents could not achieve a full employment
policy or a national health insurance scheme?

The answer it seems to me is not to abandon our clinical, counseling, and
individualized service heritage while we become more aware, more sophisti-
cated and more effective in our ecological response. Our strategies need more
integrityin both the ethical/moral sense and the symmetrical sense. .

u The need for policy debate and initiative is clearif not urgentbut are,
we to pullue a single line of offense, i.e., policy and ecological initiatives at
the experthe of individualized services? I would (serve that the debate be-
tvieen el' ical and ecological approaches may simply reveal a false dichOto-
my. Must e choose one or the other? Apparently not according to Stubbins
.who writ sin his :W6rid Rehabilitation fund monograph:

Cle rITI feel there-is-a-need for-services-forin-divid7--
ual though it might have seemed otherwise in this chapter. But
the is-alsunessttordinitationitotqliniraime.thods_
and to give more attention to policies and programs directed at re-
designing the social and occupational life for the benefit of dis-
abled persons (p. 18).

- and later,
- Clinical and social systems are not necessarily mutually exclusive
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and we should try to apprebiate the merits of each separately (
29).

'hese social/economic times do try our souls and we are indebted to Jo-
Stubbins for forcing this dialectic examination of our belief system. He
aised troublesome questions, but he's also raised the lev/el of discourse.

Donald Galvin
(Washhigton, D.C.

,/ March 20, 1983)
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Rehabilitation
An Historical Perspective

The work of Joseph Stubbins deals vocational rehabilitation a stunning
blow. He suggests that the program may have, reachedtheliMILTOf its-ability
to do good, and he wonders if we should not cast about for alternatives to the
program. Failure to find these alternatives may lead to the obsolescence
the program and of those who administer, counsel, and Oversee the program
at both the state and federal levels of government. What can a historian add
to ProfesSor Stubbins' very perceptive critique?

Perhaps a historian should begin with Dr. Stubbins' statement that, "We ,

believe disabled people are arranged pretty closely to where they deserve to
be especially after rehabilitation, counselling." I wonder if that statement re-

:ally reflects the attitude of rehabilitation counselors. It seems to me that they,
like social workers, have a desire to be an agent of change; they want to see
good results follow from their actions. So I suspect that the counselors do not
feel that the disabled are in any way flawed. Instead, they despair over their
ability to be of help. They feel that the system, not the disabled, has failed.
There is, in fact, a historical rhythm to these feelings.

At certain times society looks at its problems with optimism and roman-
tic philosophies which argue for the perfectibility of man tend to take hold.
At other times society feels the limit of its corrective actions and tends to ac-
cept the existence of problems as inevitable. This classical view of the world
was prevalent in colonial times; in Jacksonian times, America was gripped
by a spirit of romanticism.

Rehabilitation came into existence during a moment of optimism. In the
twenties the economy was expanding and America was gaining/influence
over the world's affairs. In as far as this world view reached the people con-
cerned with the lives of the disabled, it was translated into theprevailing so-
cial welfare technology of the day: casework. Througha precess of intensive
interaction between a counselor and his client, the client could be adjusted
and made to function't the world. The best measure of functioning in this
country was employment, and employment-became the variable that drove
the rehabilitation program. I would emphasize that the early years of a social
progaram are critical to its future development; these are the years in which
the program makes choices about what sort of technology it will incorporate
Into_its_daily_operation_Vo.cationallellabilitation,therefore, is_veLy-much a
creatuye of the twenties, with that decade's stress on casework and with that
decade's interest in making good investments with the goVernMent's money.

Elabilitation m what has bb-eorne a very alien
world makes me wonder if Professor Stubbins is correct in talking of obsoles- cif?)
cence. Old prgrams die hard. One need only witness the survival of state
workers' compensation laws since 1911 to understand this fact. I doubt,
therefore, that vocational rehabilitation will die a natural death. Instead, I

o'fos4 .1
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suspect it will, project its roaring twenties view of the world far into the
future.

Problems in the program go back a long Way. As early as the thirties it be-
came apparent that the emphasis on employment would cause problems f r'
the protAm inls efforts to-win-federal-and state funds. The thirties were -a--.----
decade in which people began to question the efficaEy of the casework ap-
proach to social welfare: what good was It to adjust clients to a world which
had itself gone haywire. Progrgris which made employment their central ob-
jective suffered, and vocational rehabilitation was no exception. In place of
the casework method, Americans began to emphasize programs which gave
their benefits as a natter of right. Income maintenance through entitlement
was an, important legacy of the thirties. I might also suggest that depressions,

7,,,tend to strengthen the rationale of entitlement and that entitlement pro- .

it? grams tend to be at-odds with prograths which try to integrate theirclients
into the larger world. During the seventies, for example, Congress passed
Sections 501,504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act and bfOught the con-
cept of entitlement to the disabled. This action created a clash between the

'economic view of policy implied by vocational rehabilitation and the civil
rights view of policy implied in the new amendments. The depreSsions of the .

thirties and of the seventies have, therefore, produced important challenges
to vocational rehabilitation.

Drawing conclusions is a difficult act. I would argue, however, that
America tends to be better at the entitlement-income maintenance program's /
such as SSI and DI.than at the manpower-opportunity programs such as vo-
cational rehabilitation or the United States Employment Service. We have
not figured out how to change a marginal labor force participant into siile-
one resembling a young, well-educated, and well-adjusted perSon. The ury
employment rate can fall to zero and still leave the marginal participants
behind, tucked beyond the reach of the labor market. In the case of dthabtlity,
it comes as no surprise that workers' compensation, disability insurance,
and supplemental security incomethree generations of income mainte-

'.riance programsreach far more people than doesvocational rehabilitation.
They also absorb more of society's attention. These are our major disability
programs, and vocational rehabilitation has become something of a side-
'show. Congress makes repeated efforts to link vocational rehabilitation with
the income maintenance programs, but, if one-Can be permitted a sweeping
generalization, the links fail to take hold.

---- These oblique-referenees-to-historyiging_me_to two specific questions. l
would raise about the Stubbins monograph. Professor Stubbins asserts the

_need_for_a_systerps_vie_w_of riisability,yet his discussion fails to consider the
American disability system. It may be,too much to ask vocational rehabilita-
tion to solve the problems of income maintenance, civil rights, housing, and
transportation raised by disability all on its own. Clearly, vocational' rehabili-
tation must find its proper place within the American disability system in or-
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der to facilitate a systems approach. It must learn ham to coordinate is
services with the larger and undoubtedly more important programs that sur-
round it. A systems view cigmands that the relevant system be brought into
the discussion. We are not talking about vocational rehabilitation alone.,,..___.

To say that we sho d examine the entire American disability system
begs the question of what should be done about vocational rehabilitation. We

,need to know how the benefits of vocational rehabilitation can be preserved
and some of the shortcomings, such asan inability to accommodate the se-
verely disabled, can be corrected. Professor Stubbins looks with some hOpe
to the example of England. I join some of his critics in questioning the rele-,
vane 6f the comparison. The English have an older and more active social

' welfare system than we do in this country. Despite its generosity, the system
tends to focus on a particular goal: employment. For this reason the English,
the Dutch, ,and other European countries go to great lengths to place the
handicapped in employment. I suspect that these efforts represent a net so-
cial cost for the economies of these countries. In thiseolintry, by way of con-
trast, we place much less emphasis on employment. We reserve our social
welfare system for those people who are considered too old, too sick, or too
burdened to participate in the private labor market. The incompatibility of
our traditions limits the help that we can receive from England in reforming ,
our disability programs. ,

Denied the help of the English model, we Ast look elsewhere. I would
concentrate on the history of the vocational rehabilitation program itself, I
would continue to view the program as primarily a vocational placement
service for the disabled. I would not, however, allow it to languish within the/
confines of the clinical model so effectively critiqued by Professor Stubbins.
Instead, I would point to the fact that the "science" of vocational placement
has been transformed by the entrance of the postwar baby boom into the la-
bor force. Gone ate the days when following the rules guaranteed one a suc-
cessful job placement/ the days when proper dresS, attitude; and a resume

__free of typographical errors brought one a good job. The days of this "white
glove" approach are over and will re-main over until the'baby boom glut of
qualified workers has been assimilated by the economy. We live in a world /
where informality of the type described in That Color Is My Parachute ?;
dominates the field of vocational placement. This approach emphasizes ad/
justing the labth- market of one's innate interests and abilities instead of the
other way around; it emphasizes forming contacts with prospective employ-
ers and working in groups in order to obtain employment. It also stressesthat

I 1-TM--firi.e d a job is not ilia of the-job-seeker-alone,-Jobs_are_scamand ser-
endipity (or touse a more elegant expression, rationing) plays a large' role in
the selection process. These insights, imprecisely expressed here; may be
ones that can be brought to bear on vocational rehabilitation.

We do need to open up the clinical process, but we must also recognize
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the constraints that history imposes upon us. The heritage of the nineteen
twenties remains an integral part of the vocational rehabilitation program.
As Professor Stubbins reminds us, we must nudge this program toward the
eighties, but we must do so gently, mindful of the fact that programs lack the
ability to transcend their historical identities.

Edward D. Berkowitz
(Washington, D.C.
March 20, 1983)
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The Power In Positive ehabIlltatIon

I concur with Dr. Stubbins) observation thatall is not well in rehabilita-
ticki. But whatiof his diagnosis ani. prescription?

>- The diagnosis seems to t r. rehabilitation concentrates dinically-dn''
clients. The prescription seei as to be that what the counselor should be con-
cerned with ougi:t to occur f,t every level of the social system.

But the concept "system" is not transparent and may indeed be opaque.
I shall not bother dealing with those folk of straw which are our ordinary lan-
guage uses of the word, more colloquial uses of the word, or even "the sys-
tem" . For the word hai various technical usages, and it is, of course, to these
that Dr. Stubbins appeals.

We can conceptualize the world as consisting of certain entities related to
each other in specified ways. This is known as the systems approach. The ap-
proach becomes more interesting when possible to optionalize the connec-
tions between entities and describe what is in them. Sometimes this is
outright simple, sometimes downright impossible. .,

Another use of systems theory refers to an arrangement as described
\ above with the further stipulation that what goes on in the entities and/or

their connections are simulated by computers. This .forin along With the
grol ing capacity of computers' promise's much. The promissory notes, are .

out, and what happens to them will affect the shape of social science. I sus-
pect th. is not the systems theory that Dr. Stubbins has in mind.

In pra\qice, systems theory taught to human service professionals be-
comes pathetic. Rarely is an attempt made to operationalize a ems theo-
retical proposition and the student leaves with three niisimpressio s: First,
to talk of something in terms of systems is to have said something about the
system. (Translation: to talk about something in technical language is neces-
sarily to have said something significant). Second, since all the world is a sys-
tem, a particular system is not really different from any other. Third, a
marvelous artifact of systems theory allows one to interpret its use not only
as h ving said something; \indeed something profound, but indeed as all
t ere is to say. Thus, (I have taught systems theory and was instrumental in

aving it removed from one soolS curriculum), systems theOry becomes a
16y of isolating a problem, not looking for answers, and avoiding any need
for empathy, telling the human service professional that he or she has some
purchase on reality by learning an ostensibly professional language. This is
not what Dr. Stubbins has in mind. \ )

There is another use of systems that could have been meant by Dr. Stub-
bins. Obviously, there is more than one social system. People, society, econ-
omy, politics, etc., all interact. Best then to beaware of all levels ofa syStem
when trying to work with client to be rehabilit.tedmay serve neither client
nor oneself well. This version of systems is unexceptionable. It is also com-
monsensical. It is diffi t to teach and best taught Without the language of
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systems but in the language of sociology, economics and politics.
If people could be concerned with systems, learning systems theory

the best way to ensure that they will not be: The facts that are decisive for
disabled people are expressable without recourse to systems language, al-
though they multi certainly be expressed in that language if there was an ad-
vantage to it.

These facts include the following:
1.,l;ike everyone else, disabled people are human beings.
2. Unlike everyone else, disabled people are an oppressed minority.
3. Disabled people should be encountered in the first instance on their

terms, without preset categories, estimations, and roles.
4. The rehabilitation of disabled persohs should be predicated on

strengths, not weaknesses.
5. Theoretically, it is not disabled people who must adjust but society.
6. In significant measure, the rehabilitationworker and the disabled

person are part of the same system.
7. In significant measure, the disabled person andrehabilitation coun-

selor are different,. this difference primarily arising out of the greater'power
of the rehabilitation worker.

8. It is easy to abuse power, easier still to rationalize power abused as
being in the best interest of the client.

9. :Mere are at least two people involved in the rehabilitation counsel-
ing sinftation.

10. The rehabilitation worker is part ofa society that at times does not
have the best interest of the disabled at heart.

11. The rehabilitation counselor is part of a bureaucracy that holds nei-
ther the counselor's, nor the clients interest foremost.

12. At times, the rehabilitation counselor must see it as his or her role to
act in a broader political arena following the lead of \disabled people.

, 13. Rehabilitation and jobs are rights notgifts.
14. The rehabilitation Worker must closely examine his or her actions to

be sure they do not harm the disabled perSon.
15. It Would be nice if the rehabilitation worker knew everything about

everything; It would be niceforanyone. As elsewhere it\is unnecessary here:
The rehabilitation counselor pays better heed to rehabilitation by recog-

nizing the above facts than by being a part of an ideology. Systems theory, in
particular, is impossible to teach and difficult to learri

The propositions enumerated above are a subset of equally valid propo-
sitions that can be generated about the interactions of counselor and client
and other levels of the system. The list is as low; as research, common sense,
decency, and judgment discovers.

Even in .the small segment of the list already generated an inevitable
component to rehabilitation is exposed that is important to, commonly over-

t
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loolced,in, and easily submerged by a systems approach. In the first instance,
the clinical situation itself is a political relationship. Politics involves inter
dirt powd. In the clinical relationship, power ought to be used in the interest
of the client but can be used otherwise. Further, the clinical situation occurs
ii bureaucratic, sociaL and economic exivironments, all penetrating it with
power and the clinical situations In turn repenetrate them with power.

Further, policy is contingent on power for its continued effect, changes
in policy require power, and changes in policy are involved.in changing exist -

Mg configurations of power. Thus, should one want to change the way things
are, one had best have recourse to power The perpetuation of the rehabilita-
don system as it exists and the realization of any changes involve power.

(gAiL
00:

Rehabilitation counselors are frequently unaware of power. That 4,5 to
bad. For a correct calibration of the vectors of power acting on counsf.flor ant l
clients ispecessary for a correct calculation directed towards change in 6licht
and in other systems. lithe counselor is unaware of powet he or she r.cty rest .

assured that others will be aware of it If the counselor has an interest in the
client, a recognition of power and of politics in general is indispensable.

ifhis political dimension, conspicuously lacking in thettucation of the
rehabilitation counselor, must be 'confronted directly for rehabilitation fur- ,

thering the dignity of the clients, the civil rights of an oppressed minority,
and the equality, ,independence, and escape from the shackles of the clinic
that disabled peorile seek.

Dr. Stubbins is correct As currently constituted, rehabilitation is part of
the problem not the iolution: That need not be so. Dr. Stubbins' monograph
is invaluable in pointing this out to us. '

William Roth,
(Was oa., D.C.
March.2 1983)



A ProfessionalColleague Responds

The timelinesS of Dr. Stubbins'monograph is evidenced by a letter to the
editor in the April 1983 issue of the American' sychological Association's
Monitor:

"That psychologists should complain that they are not being provided
with Ands to study unemployed people makes me very uneasy. Again,
the needs of the 'research subject'in this case, jobsseem to be tak-
ing second place. It is tragic-comic to read of psycliologists who believe
that study of unemployed people will help identify those who are vul-
nerable to its effects, so that 'prevention or intervention' could be in-
stliuted: prevention or intervention of course meaning psychological
treatment while doing not a whit to provide work for people studied.
Psychologists, or so I have observed in some 15 years in this field,
sometimes ensnare themselves in the rationales associated with 'ad-
justment' or 'coping,' with a consequent vision of themselves 'helping'
others by helping them 'adjust' to unemployment, rather than joining
in the work to correct the original problem. Sometimes my colleagues
in psychology appear shamefully superficial to me. Some of them seem
to feel, egocentrically, like a childa deluded childthat the world is
in our own heads."

Lance A. Olson, p. 6

Dr. Stubbins suggests that rehabilitation counselors in the United States la-
bor. under the same myth, and that university programs are "carriers" of the
"clinical attitude."

There is enough trutti in the accusation to cause educators to e mine
their attitudes and behaviors, but there is also misunderstanding that empts
an educator to try "Foul." Universities function as "keepers of the ean-
ing," continuing inquiry or transmitting knowledge that serves as a b s for
reconstruction of theory and imactice. To have continuity construed as being
"carriers" relegates universities, to the ranks of defective genes or conta-
gious disease.

There is also an undercurrent in the monograph"that polarizes disabled
and nondisabled, a distancing accomplished thro4gh statements like "pro'
fessionals are ill prepared to work with disabled ciens as activists" (g. 33).
CuriOusly, Dr. Stubbins.included in his earlier compendium, Social and y- .
chological Aspects.of Disability an article by Tamara Dembo, writte in
1969, which described the position of the insider and the outsider in reha i i-

tation sensitively and TchaustiVely. One wishes that Dr. Stubbins d
adopted Dembo's analysis, including the respect for two viewpou
investigation. T.be_central points Dr. Stubbins raises are important; they
should not be obscured by "us and them" tautology.

Fellow rehabilitation educators may also despair with the definition of
counseling implied througlput the monograph. Much effort has been spent
trying to differentiate rehabilitation counseling from psychotherapy, yet Dr.
Stubbins seems to utilize traditional psychotherapy as his. reference for the
"clinical attitude." The CoMmission on Rehabilitation Education standards,
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and Certification requirements for Rehabilitation Counselors testify to the
:goal-orientation of the rehabilitation counselor and the knowledge ands1d11,
base which is attuned to,environmental factors. Dr. Stubbins seeming unfa-
miliarity with these standards and with what is currently being taught in
counseling coursework is a gap in the monograph through which misunder-
standing can flow.

. Scrutiny of syllabi in pre-practicum coursework would reveal use of re-
sources such as Ivey and Simek-Downing's text which emphasizes the choice 4
of working on environmental change or individual adjustment. Beginning
counselors are being taught to conceptualize persons in the largest contexts.
,pr. Stubbins' list of references and discussion of the clinical attitude is devoid

..

o4ecognition of newer strategies that are described as "ecological" in na-
ture. The "nesting" of individuals within micro, exo, and macro systems has
been the subject of much recent research and teaching '(Belsky, 1980; Bron-.-
fenbrenner, 1979; Garbaririo, 1977). Analyzing and solving problems at dif-

Nferent levels has always been the chief' distinction of rehabilitation
couriselcirs from other "therapists"; it is distracting, at the least, for Dr. Stub-
bins tb present the rehabilitation counselor as a traditional psychologist and
to be seemingly uninformed about new research and trainirg efforts at eco-
logical intervention.

c The final source of misunderstanding in the monograph is the inconsis-
tent position expressed toward specialists and gener ists. In the compArison
of the British-DRO, the rehabilitation counselor in e United States is criti-
cized for lack of placement expertise. Does Dr. Stubb suggest the prolifera-
tion of the "plaCement specialiu"? Given his views on the importance of a
broad education, probably not, but Dr. Stubbins' position is unclear in the

.
. .

monograph. ,
/

If educators can suspend judgment, setting aside the "bum rap" given
universities, rehabilitation educators, and rehabilitation counselors in parts
of the monograph, some fresh thinking and ex4iange can occur. Certainly,
we are what we have been educated to be. Rehabilitation eduCators do not
find economics, history, sociology, and political cience familiar territory.
Larger contexts do promulgate feelings of learned helplessness'. What could
be done to increase rehabilitation educators' understanding of systemic
problems? Theryis a fragmentary literature already begun in rehabilitation
policy analys4eand economic trends (PUrtilo, 1981; Berkowitz, 1979; ,Ham-
merman and Maikowski, 1981; Perlman; 1980). There are readable econo-
mists and socioldgists whose ideas are directly applicable to research and
training (Reich, 1983, Starr, 1983; Magaziner and Reich, 1982). Students can
be taught the "factS" of world and national economy, althougu an appropri-
ate response to the following quotation is uncharted:
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"Certain trends are evident: the Increasing consumption of "social
services, the decreasing work-force base for support of such services,
the changing population structure in the world's different regions, the
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diminution of the world's available natural resource supplies which
f retells radical alterations in consumption and development pat-

rns." (p. 206.,Hammerman, Rehabilitation Intmiational, 1981)

Contiriating education for rehabilitation educators could be profitably
spent in the study of these disCiplinei once removed from our academic.
preparation.

Beingrig open to change and acknowledging the limitations of our current
instructional re sire is a professional obligation for rehabilitation eciticki

11P"tors. Dr. Stubb' .: as Surely gotten our attention through this monograph.
Whedierintended or not, the results of the study indicate atheed for the most
broadly prepared professional to deal with internal and external factors in re-

. habilitation. Dr. Stubbins noticed these characteristics of DROS "

DROs gave first at erition to easy placements and see clients as
incapable of ch e

relatici hips were marked by diffidence on the part
of the client and pa alism on the part of the DRO

-DROs did not question stereotyped notions of occupations rec-
ommended by physicians..

Stubbins suggests that value attitUdesunderlying the antithesis of these be-
aviors are the product of lengthy expbsure to a "social science education."

not supportive of the notion of professiOnal eduCation? An earlier .

dy by Carnes (1979) in which he compared five nations and their rehabilb.
tation practices alSO pointed to the need for professional personnel:

"Instead of loWer educationallevels, the writer concludes that
present or even higher professional education for rehabilitationtonn-
odors would result in workers better able to differentiate betWeen
those clients who require extepalve benefits tocope with life and those
for-whom-such- provisions- won1Cdiiiitininge motivation.-Increased
costs education and salaries wouldmore than he returned by savings
in costs of .pensions, workshop suport, and. innumerable hidden ex-
penses to society." (p. 222).

Dr. Stubbhs, perhaps unintentionally, alsoappears to he calling for more ed-
ucation4i.i.shis monograph. Just reward for the rehabilitation educator who

OA
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Richard Desmond, Martha Walker and Sustn Daniels.
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wades through the affect-laden content.
' Rehabilitation education has a challenge in developing course content
and process that will produce professionals effective in achanging economy.
Rotert Reich at least provides ,a direction, how such ,a professional would
look "on hoof': "Skills relevant in the newly competitive world economy
are how to collaborate with others, to work in teams, to speak foreign lan-

Auages, and to solve concrete problems" (p. 55). Now rehabiVion educa-
tors must provide the means to this end.'
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-Comments on-The Clinical Attitude in
Rehabilitation

The monograph is a major contribution to the field of rehabilitation. It is
thoughtful and stimulating and could be profitably read by everyone con-
cerned with rehabilitation.

Dr. Stubbins made a basic distinction between the clinical approach
which emphasizes the individual and his characteristics, history, training,
and the assessment and improvement of his skills. A social-environmental
approach, on the other hand, emphasizes such variables as the attitudes of
other persons and the policies of various govbrnmental agencies. I agree with
Dr. Stubbins that there has not been nearly enough emphasis on the social-
environmental approach in rehabilitation. Although the clinical approach is
needed, and can be useful, it should be supplemented by the other. Not all of
the problems of disabled persons lie within the person. Nor can all of them,
perhaps not even most of them, be attributed directly to the person's disabili-
ty. Instead, many of the problems and difficulties faced by disabled persons
can be attributed to factors in the physical/social environment. In the physi-
cal environment, architectural barriers often inhibit accessibility and mobili-
ty. In the social environment, people's attitudes often create problems and
difficulties in areas such as education, employment and social ction.
These latter typs of difficulties are often much mom, t and more
pervasive than difficulties attributabl o the specilic disability.

Another point made in the monograph is that rehabilitation researchers
and practitioners have a stake in preserving their own status, which often
results in support, of the status quo and resistance to. change. "Not making
waves" is often perceived as appropriate behavior which, it is assumed, will
lead not only to personal advancement within an organization, but also to
having articles accepted for publication, and to obtaining grants. While there
may be some truth to this, it is not the whole truth. People in the field must
recognize that in the long run the future of rehabilitation, and consequently
the future of everyone who works in the field, depends on our being able to
critically examine our assumptions and our procedures and to institute
changes that will make our techniques and procedures more effective. We
should not far change.. It points the way to the future.

I was disturbed by a statement on page 9 of the monograph: "Prejudice
against the disabled is regarded as a given." I was distrubed by the statement
not because it is untrue, but because it is true. It is all too true, and yet is often
ignored. But it should not be ignored. We must not accept prejudice toward
disabled persons as a "fact of life." We should be doing all that we can to deal
with such prejudice. Changing prejudiced attitudes is a task to be undertaken

..not only by those persons actively engaged in studying and changing atti-
tudes, but by everyone concerned with rehabilitation and the welfare of dis-
abled persons as well as by all disabled persons themselves.
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The importance of the social environmental approach in contrast to the
clinical approach is also indicated by two contrasting statements made iithe
monograph. One statement concerned the very important, and usual S7 ig-
nored, fact that employment of disabled persons in the United States reached
its highest level ever during World War II. In contrast, consider the statement
that "increasing injections of professional experts have not significantly im-
proved the job placement batting average." The implications are clear.

In the monograph, Dr. Stubbins pointed out the major error of lociting
the disability in the client. Here, I only partly agree with him. As indicated
earlier, I agree with him that we must change our approach and emphasize
the importance of factors it. the environment. On the other hand, we must
not make the mistake of believing that these are the only important factors.

While we should not overemphasize the importance of factors residing with-
in the individual, we should not ignore them. Sometimes they are very im-
portant. The behavior of persons who are disabled is influenced not only by
environmental factors, but also by their attitudes toward their disability and
their attitudes toward disabled persons. These attitudes, which may be con-
sidered to reside within the person as a result of past learnings are sometimes
major influences on behavior, more important than either the disability itself
or environmental factors.

At orie point in the monograph Dr. Stubbins asked the question "must
disabled persons be competitive?" Many people would say that it is not nec-
essary, and some would claim that it is harmful. I am inclined to disagree. It
seems to me that as long as disabled people live in a competitive society, and
most people characterize the United States a:s competitive, it is preferable for
them to compete as much as possible. I am not arguing for competition perse.
I am arguing for attempting to conform to important societal norms. Qb-
viously, not everyone can compete in all areas; nor is it necessary. But to the
extent that one is able to compete, one should. Although there will probably
always be a need for sheltered workshops, competitive employment should
be much preferred.

Dr. Stubbins 41so made the very important point that although the topic
of "acceptance of sability" is often discussed, and usually extolled, it is sel-
dom defined. This point is very well taken. We need, first, to precisely define
this phrase. What does it include, and what are the behavior, . implications?
Then after having defined the term, we must discuss the conditions under
which attitudes of acceptance are desirable and the conditions under which
they are undesirable: Does acceptance of disability imply that the person
perceives himself/herself as a member of the class of people referred to as dis-
abled? Does it imply that he/she will do nothing to improve his/her physical
condition? Does it imply that the person is happy withthe disability? Or does
it simply imply that the person accepts it as a 'fact of life" similar to height or
eye color, each of which can be somewhat changed through the use of "pros-
thetic devices?"
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Finally, the question is raised "How can society be changed?" Obviously,
there is no single answer. Getting laws passed is one way. Studies have indi-
cated that laws can be efficacious in changing attitudes. We are all familiar
with the effects of various laws both in the United States and in other coun-
tries. Changing people's attitudes is another way. By changing attitudes of
people, particularly the attitudes of legislators and other opinion leaders, we
can bring about changes in society. Finally, we must initiate programs de-
signed to change the attitudes of members of the helping and teaching -pro-
fessions, persons such as doctors, rehabilitation professionals, psychiatrists,
psychologists, social workers, teachers and school principals. All of these
groups have been shown to have mostly negative attitudes toward persons
with disabilities. They must be educated! All of us must participate in this ed-
ucational process. And Dr. Stubbins and his monograph can be very helpful
in this enterprise.

4

Harold Yuker, PhD.
(Hofstra University
March 18, 1983)
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The Role of Academic and Scientific
Communities

For me, the most intriguing part-of our discussion was the role of the so-
cial sciences as transmitters of cultural values that affect the well-being of
disabled persons.

It is interesting to note that of the four main social sciences (psychology,
sociology, political science, and economics), rehabilitation professionals
have gravitated toward psychologythe one social science that emphasizes
intervention at the most individual level. Psychology, as a field of inquiry and
practice, is often appealed to as a way of legitimizing rehabilitation practice.
More importantly, however, psychological interpretationS divert attention
from larger social, political and economic problems. Thus, psychology is
much less threatening to established social structures since it is the individ-
ual and not society that must change. By focusing on individual shortcom-
ings, psychology and rehabilitation affirm the values and institutions of
society-at-large. In return, society confers its approval upon professional
rehabilitation.

The fields of rehabilitation and disability policy need the infusion of oth-
er social science disciplines that can help focus attention or larger Macro-
societal issues. Consider economics: Employment of disabled persons is as
much a function of the larger economy as it is a function of individual pre-
paredness. As discussed in our meeting, World War II represents a very inter-
esting chapter in the employment of persons with disabilities. During the
war,I shortages required the employment of every available disabled person.
And according to anecdotal evidence, the work records of disabled persons in
the war were excellent. Yet, after World War II, disabled persons were again
in the backwaters of our economy.

Although other social science disciplines can help direct us to larger is--
sues, we must be cautious. Even a discipline such as economics is loaded
with assumptions that can deflect attention from larger economy;' forces that
impinge on the lives of persons with disabilities. At the core of contemporary
economic analysis is consumer demand theory in which the concept of inch-
victual utility maximization is the theoretical point of departure. Again, it is
the individual who.is the basic unit of analysis. Societal or community welf-
being is merely the sum of individual utilities as mediated through the. com-
petitive market system. According to economic theory, the objective of
public policy is to redraw the "budget-constraint' that determines the point
at which the individual will maximize his utility.

By focusing on the individual as the locus of the problem we also rein-
force society's notion of disabled persons as devalued and stigmatized peo-
ple. I am convinced that if persons with disabilities are to realize their full
rights as disabled citizens we must draw attention to the larger social and en-
vironmental origins of the handicapping condition.
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A central issue implicit in the Stubbins monograph is how the nonclini-
cal/environmental approach can gain profesSional attention andacceptance
and thereby also redefine the problem of disability in a way that will secure
for disabcd persons a less stigmatized role in society. In this regard, Ibelieve
that the academic and scientific communities have a tremendous role to play.
By taking the matter of disability seriously, these communities can cast their
mantle of legitimacy on a subject previously stigmatized. However academia
and science Must go further: they must avoid problem-defining theories that
focus exclusively on the individual and consider theoretical and empirical
models that take into account various environmental interactions.

Gerben De long, Ph.D.
(Clark University
March 24, 1983)
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Some Conclusions Reached at Meeting at
Clark University

Joseph Stubbins
The participants felt no need to review or respond to the criticisms of the

clinical model -mentioned in Stubbins' monograph and a consensus was
quickly reached to proceed with alternatives to individual methods of reha-
bilitation.

The major agreement was that policy studies in rehabilitation, were a
piecemeal affair, that academics, administrators and practitioners showed
little interest in policy matters (except as their immediate professional inter-
ests were touched). A number of reasons for their disinterest were men-

--tioned e.g., the -lack of- interdisciplinary communication essential to policy
studies, the department organization of universities, competition for aca-
demic turf and the absence of rewards for those pursuing interdisciplinary
approaches.

No one present thought that stimulating interest in policy studies would
be easy in the light of the additional obstacles that stand against the rational
examination of how funds should be allocated to various approaches to im-
proving the social and economic status of disabled persons. Perhaps, most
obvious of these obstacles is that some disability categories are well orga-
nized politically and .derive obvious advantages from the current disarray
and lack of co-operation among the remaining categories. DeJong's su es-
tiori of the need for a Center for Policy Studies was well received tho the
idea was not discussed in detail.

-,The two major exemplars of systems approaches were the mental retar-
dation movement and independent living movement. The remarkable ad-
vances of the last 30 years were largely changes in public atttitudes that
helped to normalize the lives of mentally retarded persons. Clinical methods
had a minor part in these advances. The Independent Living movement was
credited with charging the consciousness of disabled persons so that they
were able to articulate their unmet needs independently of the professional
interests of the various practitioners which served them.

Was the present a strategic time to raise questions about the re-allocation
of public funds from clinical to environ9rtral approaches? This question

-hi5vered in the background as well as the mg of general discouragement
engendered by the economic recession. event, the transition to eco-
logical approaches would take p. deCade or more and it was difficult to antici-
pate factors which might facilitate and impede this transition. For the
present, we are in an early phase of change as evidenced by the fact that
there is no widespread recognition that clinical methods might be less cost ef-
fective than ecological ones, that considerable resistance would be raised
against, rehabilitation methods not directly measured by job placements in
the labor market, and there is probably little public support for spending
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money to enhance the quality of life of disabled persons as in enlarging their
self-sufficiency.

There was agreement that these latter issues were related to existing so-
-dial welfare policies covering the various categories of income maintenance
and services for disadvantaged segments of the population. But the special

enjoy y voca on re abihtation programs as compared to other
social welfare programs has decreased. Only in recent years have questions
been raised about their value by two different constituencies: the poi tical ul-
tra-right and the disabled associated with the independent living movement.
This situation makes the transition to systems approaches complicated.

Paul Carnes and William Roth

6 2

Joseph Stubbins
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Assessment of WRF Meetings on the Clinical
Attitude in RehaollitatI:Dn and ,

AlternativesMarch, 1983
Paul Conies

This programme was arranged to disseminate and promote utilization of
the WRF mo.Lograph cn The Clinical Attitude in Rehabilitation by Joseph
S tub finsins. to-audiences-of-re
tion counselors and rehabilitation counseling educators. They also included
opportunities for informal exchanges on some of the main issues raised by
the monograph with officials responsible for administering vocational reha-
bilitation programmes at Federal and state levels; with rehabilitation practi-
tioners employed in the public, private and voluntary sectors; and with
represencatives of such other relevant professions as rehabilitation medi-
cine, psychology, social work, economics and politics. Regrettably, the short
nature of the visit meant that t:. ! only people with disabilities seen were
those who also represiented one or other of these mainly professional interest
groups.

The programme had a well varied format and was extremely well or-
ganised. Although, in one or two instances, a better balance between time.al-
located to presentations and discussion might have been desirable, there can
be little doubt that the dissemination objective Was most successfully
achieved. Utilization, however, is a different and inevitably longer-term ob-
jective. Its eventual achievement will depend on many -factors, including
what is done to promote continuing discussion of the administrative, profes-
sional and practical implications of Stubbins' thesis; to reinforce the initially
positive response to these ideas exhibited by many reh'abilitation educators
and to influence the receptivity of practitioners to new approaches based
upon them. The evidently quite substantial investment incontinuing educa-
tion for practitioners was most impressive. Such arrangements will clearlY,
have a crucial role to play in insuring the success of further utilization efforts.
In the meantime, planS to prepare a Rehab-Brief and to bring together the
various reactions to the Stubbins original monograph in a special edition of
Rehabilitation Monograph, if implemented, will hopefully encourage wider
interest. In the l% 'nger -term, though they:will need to be reinforced by other
promotional and educational initiatives.

How much further effort of this kind might be needed is difficult to judge.
On the one hand, whila the WRF meetings indicated a measure of agreement
with, and acceptance of, Stubbins' thesis on the part of the majority of partic-
ipants, there were signs that some educators and practitioners have yet to be
convinced. It is suspected that the latter reaction may be the more represent-
ative of grassroots opinion amongst rehabilitation counselors. On the &her
hand, Stubbins is not alone in questioning the underpinning ideology and
modus operandi of rehabilitation counseling practice. Rehabilitation profes-
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sionals have been invited to confront similar issues by De Jong's elaboration
of the independent living paradigm and Anderson's analysis of the appropri-
ateness of a clinical model to many aspects of rehabilitation medicine deci-
sion making. That the same questions are being asked in other,
non-vocational areas of rehabilitation may therefore herald a changing cli-
mate of increasing receptivity to alternative conceptions of the aims and re-
quirements of rehabilitative practices,

The acid test will be the incorporation of such alternatives in profes-
sional education and training programmes and,-ultimately, jn everyday prac-
tice and procedures. For the present, while educators\ showed considerable
interest in such ideas, there is little evidence of any practical implementa-
tion. The necessary revisions to training courses for new entrants have yet to
be made, and continuing education is still mainly directed to marketing the
deSirability of new developments' based on these alternative perspectives
rather than the dissemination of good practice based on existing examples.
Although this may simply reflect the comparative recency of these new
ideas, my brief visit suggested that any further progress will almost certainly
depend on other factors. The most important of these will be the degree of
encouragement and support that officials at both Federal and state levels
give to educators and practitioners not only to explore these ideas but also to
implement and evaluate new developments in policy and service delivery
deriving from them. Achieving these goals will undoubtedly require that at-
tention is paid to removing or reducing some of the attitudinal and organisa-
tional obstacles that Stubbins has identified as possibly impeding
development of more effective vocational rehabilitation programmes.

Rehabilitation counseling practice has generally concentrated, or has
been obliged to concentrate, on quite a limited range of client-centred
interventions. Its primary focus has therefore been on rehabilitative proc-
esses rather than on effective resettlement outcomes. Over the years, the
profession has achieved high levels of skill and expertise in such methods,
and has been to the fore both in developing diagnostic and assessment
procedures and in devising clinical and behavioural rehabilitative tech-
niques. Recent contact with rehabilitation counseling educators and practi-
tioners has reinforced my longstanding admiration of these
accomplishments. At the same time, however, it has also made me much
more aware than before of the extent to which rehabilitation counselinghas
tended to develop in comparative isolation from related professions and
Other relevant social science disciplines.

This was highlighted in meetings at Hofstra and Clark Universities arfd in
discussion with the director of the National Institute of Handicapped Re-
search, all of which underlined the extent to which professionalpractice has
been informed by an essentially clinical psychology of disability at the expenss
of a more embracing social psychology of handicap. While not overlooking the
significance of clinical appreciation of clients' problems or the relevance of
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clinical methods in particular instances, the latter approach would require
that attention is also paid to such wider issues asattitudes towards people with

disabilities or how payment of disability pensions orallowances may influence

recipients' attitudes regarding return to work.
At present, there is an imbalance between these perspectives, both in

support for their respective developmentand in the range of practical applica-
tions deriving from each. An examination of existing professional training ar-

rangements may suggest why this has occurr&I. Counselor education appears

mainly to have been developed in faculties of education.It may therefore have

drawn less on conceptual and theoretical developments in general psychology

or in other relevant social science disciplines than might have been the case
under other circumstances. New developments, like those which exemplify a

systems perspective, will require a much more multi-disciplinary approach.

In the longer-term, therefore, such breadth of outlookwill need to be more ad-

equately reflected in training course syllabuses and in the research and teach-

ing interest of staff.
While it would be inaccurate to suggest that rehabilitation counselin

has been entirely unresponsive to the need to develop future policy and prac-

tice in ways which reflect a more multi-disciplinary perspective, concern to

preserve its long-established professional identity and methods could easily

result in some counselors losing touch with changes in clients' attitudes and
expectations or in vocational rehabilitation services failing to keep abreast of

changing labour market conditions. Certainly there was some evidence dur-

ing my visit that where experimentation with alternative approaches has
been tried it has mainly been initiated in the voluntary and private sectors of

rehabilitation practice or by such other professions as social workers or reha-

bilitation nurses or, as in the case of the Projects with Industry programme,

through newly forged patterns of partnershipbetween these sectors and the

Federal-state system.
Public sector vocational rehabilitation services may therefore risk being

overtaken by developments in other spheres, and may already have lost their

traditional leadership role in the development and implementation of new

practices and procedures. Reasons for this turn of events can only be sur-
mised. One possibility is that public sector services are required to serve a dif-

ferent clientele from that dealt with by voluntary/private sectorservices or by

other professions. Another possible reason is thatvoluntary/private sector
services are more readily able to experiment with alternative approaches be-

cause they are much less constrained by formal mandates or by official, politi-.

cal and professional expectations about the kind of services required. It is
certainly a common enough experience that the same legislation which en-
ables the introduction of a public service at one point in time may actually Im-

pede its further development or accommodation to changing circumstances

later on. There have been many changes in the p'.4tem of disablement, in the

attitudes and expectations of disabled people, in thetpmpositiOn of the labour
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market and in the nature of work since the foundations ofpublic sector voca-
tional rehabilitation services in the United States were first laid. It may there-
fore be timely to re-examine some of the b-asic assumptions which have guided
developthent of policy and services to date, including an assessment of their
continuing relevance to vocational rehabilitation in the 1980s and beyond.

From these observations, it will be apparent that impression.s gained
from my-brief WRF visit have mainly served to "validate" Stubbins' thesis
regarding the limitations ofa mainly clinical model for vocational rehabilita-
tion decision rang and the need to develop future policy and practice on a
broader, multi-aisciplinary basis, embracing both individual (clinical) and so-
cietal (systems) strategies of labour market intervention. But, as I am sure
Stubbins would be the first to concede, the case for new developments has
been argued only in the most generalised terms, leaving details (about, for
example, the shape which American systems approaches might assume or
the most effective mix of clinical and systems approaches) to be worked out
in future debate and, hopefully, in the light of trials with alternative practices
and procedures.

This scenario for the further development of policy and services is de-
pendent on the funding of policy studies to analyse current policies and to
evaluate their effectiveness and also, where necessary, to propose alterna-
tive service delivery models. It is also dependent on the subsequent availabil-
ity of similar resources for field trials with such alternatives. Given existing
constraints on rehabilitation 'counselor .education: programmes, Federal
funding, either in the form.of additional outlay or.from a re-allocation of ex-
isting funds, will probably be crucial to achievement of these developments.
Support for policy studies would be a natural extension to the assistance that
is already given to research and training centres; to support programmes to
help people with disabilitieg lead more independent lives; and to develop
new patterns of liaison between Federal-state vocational rehabilitation serv-
ices and those in the voluntary and private sectors.

An examination of previous research on vocational rehabilitation would..
demonstrate that attention has mainly been focused on the refinement of
clinical practices based on client-centred interventions. In the few instances
where overarching policy issues have been studied, research has tended to
be guided by macroeconomic theories which do not differentiate between
Efferent sub-groups of labour market participants. Problems that disabled
people experience in entering the labour market or in obtaining a reasonable
;hare of employment opportunities have therefore ge orally been examined
'Tom fairly extreme perspectives. A main aim for new policy studies would
)e to address these problems more directly. The following subjects might.be
onsidered suitable for further investigation in a new programme of policy

,
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Identification of the main assumptions guiding development of policy to date
and an assessment of thbir continuing relevance;.
Identification of the main aims of contemporary policy and practice and an
evaluation of the extent to which (a) they remain relevant and (b) they are re-
alised in practice;
Studies of how the labour market actually operates for disabled people pay-
ing particular attention to any differences in personal characteristics or in
labour market experiences of such sub-groups as (a) those whoenter/return
to work without any specialised assistance (b) those who enter/return to
work following contact with specialised services (c) those who fail to
enter/return to work following contact with specialised services;
Studies of disabled people in employment to discover the kinds of problems
they encounter and how such problems are solved. Such people are a very ne- .
glected group from whose experiences there may be much to learn;
An examination of vocational rehabilitation without the Federal-state sys-
tem. Studies of this kind would enable comparisons to bemade between the
clientele of different services and those dealt with by the Federal-state sys-
tem and between the aims, organization, operation and effectiveness ofsuch
services. Attention might also be directed to ascertaining some of the rea-
sons for the development of services in the voluntary and privatesectors and
for the increasing involvement of such other professions as social work and
rehabilitation nursing. A main aim of this line of enquiry would be the identi-
fication of methods, projects or innovative programmes which can be uti-
lized on a wider scale within the Federal-state systeM;

Studies of employers' occupational health and personnel policies as they im-
pact on disabled job applicants and employees;
Design, implementation evaluation of action research or demonstration pro-
jects, drawing on the results of all other lines of enquiry, as model projects or
programmes to improve the effectiveness of vocational rehabilitation serv-
ices.-

Rehabilitation counselors are familiar with most if not all of these prob-
lems. In some instances, they are taking or may have already taken steps to

deal with them. It Might therefore be expected that they will lay claim to any

funding that is made available for policy studies, Such interest and involve-

ment should of course be encouraged, although not at the exkrense of other

relevant disciplines. It is equally important to ensure that representatives
from such other areas as social psychology, social policy and adMinistration,
sociology, politics and economics have opportunities to contribute to thcon-
duct of policy studies, and that disabled people themselves, or organisations
representing their interest, are consulted over and otherwise involved in the
development and implementation of research and development projects. In
the short-term, practical, conceptual and methodological insightsfrom these

other interest groups will inevitably mainly be of benefit to research. How-

ever, it should not be overlooked that, in the longer-term, their contributions
should be reflected both in professional training programmes and, later, in

policy decision making and everyday practice. Development along these
lines should therefore help rehabilitation counseling to acquire .a more multi-

professional orientation and, hence, to become more effectively equipped to
deal with clients' requirements for vocational rehabilitation services in the-

late 1980s and beyond.
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